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I 

Resumé 

Mobilspils påvirkning af profitabiliteten I PC-spilindustrien 

Denne afhandling søger overordnet at give svar på, hvilken effekt mobilspil har på 

profitabiliteten i PC-spilindustrien. Afhandlingen lægger ud med at betone, hvordan og 

hvorfor denne problemstilling er værd at sætte fokus på, og hvorledes svaret på denne 

problemstilling vil blive udledt. 

Ved en gennemgang af litteratur undersøges det hvad, der er afgørende for konkurrencen 

og profitabiliteten i en industri. I denne sammenhæng bliver der sat særligt fokus på 

Porters Five Forces-teori grundet dennes evne til netop at analysere konkurrencen og 

profitabiliteten i en given industri samt vurdere hvorledes den økonomiske værdi 

genereret i industrien bliver fordelt imellem forskellige aktører, og desuden hvordan den 

begrænses af substituerende produkter. Igennem Porters bidrag konkluderes det 

ydermere, hvorledes en industri bør defineres, og herved tilskrives mobilspil rollen som et 

substitutprodukt i forhold til PC-spilindustrien. 

Porters teori foreskriver, at man analyserer fire forskellige forhold, der er afgørende for 

den potentielle substituering der måtte forekomme, og herved hvor stor en trussel 

mobilspil måtte udgøre mod profitabiliteten i PC-spilindustrien. To af disse bliver 

undersøgt ved hjælp af sekundære data, mens en online spørgeskemaundersøgelse 

klarlægger de resterende to. Resultaterne heraf kontrasterer i høj grad hinanden, da både 

skifteomkostningerne samt den relative pris af mobilspil er meget lav, hvorimod PC-

spilleres tilbøjelighed til at substituere vurderes at være meget begrænset, og i tillæg er 

den af PC-spillere opfattede præstation og kvalitet af mobilspil utrolig dårlig relativt til PC-

spil. Dog kan det konkluderes, ved at vægte den individuelle signifikans af hvert af de fire 

forhold, at mobilspil udgør en meget lille trussel imod PC-spilindustrien og dermed har en 

forsvindende lille påvirkning på konkurrencen og dermed profitabiliteten i PC-

spilindustrien. Aktører i PC-spilindustrien bør således ikke spilde ressourcer på at forsøge 

at begrænse det generelt stigende forbrug af mobilspil.  
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1. Introduction 

 The competitive environment of any industry is constantly evolving; albeit the pace of 

change varies across industries. Whichever factor that may be causing change in the 

environment, it is essential to continuously keep track of these changes in order to be able 

to act accordingly with an aim to retain or improve the profit potential of the industry. 

 In the case of the PC games industry, the industry structure has undergone tremendous 

changes since its inception. From humble beginnings in the 1970’s and early 1980’s, the 

industry really took off and evolved in the mid to late 1980’s. The success culminated 

around 1992 and 1993 with the release of innovative game titles such as Wolfenstein 3D 

and Doom, but the industry became hard-pressed after that point due to the increasing 

popularity of dedicated video game consoles.  

 The industry underwent another great change in 2003 when Steam, a digital internet-

based game distribution platform, was released by Valve Corporation; causing a great shift 

in the means of distribution. This trend has continued to this day; with digital sales – as 

opposed to physical sales – accounting for an increasing amount of total revenue 

(SuperData: 2013; ESA: 2014:12-13; DFC Intelligence: 2015a; Newzoo: 2015a:13). A more 

recent change which altered the industry structure was the introduction of a new business 

model; free-to-play games (in contrast to pay-to-play) which changed the way some 

products are managed. In these cases, monetization takes place within the games; 

incentivizing developers to keep their customers engaged for as long as possible, and 

hereby making these products seem more like services (Newzoo: 2013:4). 

 At this point in time, the latest challenge to the PC games industry could potentially be 

posed by the surge in mobile gaming on smartphones and tablets. The market for mobile 

games has exploded all around the world; generating 24.5Bn dollars in global revenue in 

2014 (GMGC: 2015:3). This growth is expected to continue; reaching more than 40Bn 

dollars by 2017 which will presumably account for 38% of the global digital games market 

by then (GMGC: 2015:3). Looking more closely at some of the more mature mobile games 
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markets, North America and Europe, these generated a total of 11Bn dollars in revenue in 

2014 (Newzoo: 2015b:6). Although growth rates have stagnated recently; decreasing from 

the monstrous level in 2012-‘13 of approximately 38% and 58% for North America and 

Europe, respectively (CGA: 2013:4), to a more modest, yet respectable, rate of 15.1% and 

12% in 2014-’15 (Newzoo: 2015b:6); the increasing trend of mobile gaming could still 

potentially pose a significant threat to the PC games industry. In this regard, the question is 

whether this trend affects the PC games industry by cannibalizing on PC gamers’ existing 

gaming time and monetary spending on PC games; something the PC games industry might 

not be completely aware of.  

 However, some of the growth in mobile gaming is attributable to these games’ appeal to a 

wider group of consumers with a broader demographic composition (The Guardian: 2014; 

Boston Globe: 2012). This is exemplified by the fact that mobile gamers have an almost 

equal gender distribution (Newzoo: 2013:5), contrasting the traditionally male-dominated 

PC games market (OGA: 2015; DFC Intelligence: 2015b:2; Gamesindustry: 2012), and that 

growth is particularly strong amongst older consumer segments; with the amount of 

mobile gamers aged 50 and above growing at a rate of 148% and 66% in North America 

and Europe, respectively, from 2012-’13 (CGA: 2013:5).  

 Thus, while it is hardly imaginable that mobile games will kill off the demand for PC games 

entirely; it is quite possible that the PC games industry is affected to some extent by the 

surge in mobile gaming. Moreover, it is especially a worrying tendency in the light of 

mobile gamers’ average time spent playing increasing by 57% to more than two hours per 

day from 2012-’14 (NPD: 2015), and that 33% of US and 23% of EU mobile gamers stating 

that “mobile games replace games on other platforms; it is a substitute” (Newzoo: 

2012:11) which underscores the relevance and necessity of researching mobile games’ 

impact on the profitability of the PC games industry.   
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1.1 Research question 

Hereby, in light of the recent emergence and increasing popularity of mobile games it has 

been deemed interesting to research: 

• What effect do mobile games have on the competition within, and consequently the 

profitability of, the Western PC games industry? 

In providing a conclusion to this research question a few other sub-questions arise: 

- What are the determinants of competition within an industry?  

- What is the role of mobile games in regard to the determinants of competition within 

the Western PC games industry? 

 

1.1.1 Elaboration 

 What is hoped to be achieved by posing this particular research question is essentially to 

discover if and to what extent mobile games products could be determined to negatively 

affect the growth and profitability of the PC games industry and thus constitute a threat to 

industry attractiveness. The benefit of this knowledge lies in the simple fact that it would 

enable industry players to act accordingly; whether it be ignoring the surge in mobile 

gaming to avoid a waste of resources or taking steps to curb or maybe even take 

advantage of this trend. Also, the industry players can very well be expected to already 

possess general knowledge of the industry which underpins why the thesis, in its aim to 

illuminate a tendency which has presumably not been awarded much attention, could be 

considered a reasonable contribution to the current knowledge and understanding of the 

industry. 

 In order to be able to provide a possible conclusion to the research question, theory 

regarding the competitive intensity within an industry needs to be identified; and by using 

the theoretical framework of Porter’s Five Forces as a starting point, the need for analyzing 

several aspects of product characteristics as well as consumer behavior is highlighted. 
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While some of these aspects can be investigated through secondary data, others entail a 

need to obtain primary data; primarily the ones related to consumer behavior among the 

customers of the PC games industry; PC gamers. The exact reasoning for analyzing the 

various aspects of consumption is closely tied to the question of what role mobile games 

should be assigned in respect to the PC games industry, and a clarification of this is 

featured at a later point in section 3.1 and 3.2. By studying all of the aforementioned 

aspects which are rooted in the theoretical foundation of this thesis, an estimation of the 

impact of mobile games on the PC games industry should be permitted and thus, a 

conclusion to the research question is attainable.  

 Moreover, with the aim of supporting and explaining argumentation based on the primary 

data obtained through the undertaken study, a few complementary theories will be 

utilized in the thesis as will be outlined in section 1.2.2. However, these theories play a 

small part in the greater scheme of things. Following this clarification of the underlying 

thought pattern behind the research question and consequential sub-questions, let us 

continue to the considerations of the methodology used to achieve the goal set forth. 

 

1.2 Methodology 

 This section serves the purpose of accounting for the methodology of the thesis. In the 

following sections, the epistemological and methodological considerations will be 

explained after which the delimitation and the structure of the thesis will be outlined.  

 First of all, this thesis arises from social science; namely the field of economics which 

embraces both marketing and consumer behavior; of which the latter is closely related to 

sociology as well. As for the approach to the subject; with the aforementioned objective of 

the thesis in mind and due to a lack of research pertaining to this specific subject, an 

inductive approach has been opted for and thus, the conclusion of the thesis itself relies 

mainly on primary empirical data produced by yours truly. However, it should be noted 
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that the thesis does include elements of deduction in the sense that general theory is 

relied upon in order to configure the undertaken study before execution in addition to 

support arguments made on the basis of data obtained through the study. Also, in relying 

on primary data, the conclusion of the thesis will not be a certain one, but rather a 

probable one. Besides the primary data; secondary data is included and drawn upon for 

the purpose of giving insight into the PC games industry and to a limited extent the mobile 

games market. 

 As for the kind of research that this thesis is characterized by; in its aim to conclude how 

mobile games affect the PC games industry, a potential industry “issue” has already been 

theorized to exist, and the thesis thus attempts to confirm and measure this proposed 

hypothetical, yet not unfounded, “issue”. Thus, while the survey study that is undertaken 

in the thesis in itself is descriptive research, the thesis as a whole also contains explorative 

and explanatory elements by virtue of its use of literature. Elaborating on this, the thesis 

does not attempt to provide possible solutions to the problem and therefore does not 

include any normative research elements; and on that note, let us continue to the 

epistemological considerations of the thesis.  

 

1.2.1 Epistemological considerations 

 Epistemology pertains to the nature and scope of knowledge. Various philosophies, or 

schools of thought, exist within epistemology; each asserting its own view of what true 

knowledge is and how it should be acquired (Kvale & Brinkmann: 2009:65); and if it can be 

acquired at all. This thesis does not adhere strictly to one specific paradigm, but rather, it 

takes note of the objectives and arguments presented by several paradigms of which three 

will be briefly described in the following. 

 Positivism was the first of the paradigms to be conceived; emphasizing empirical 

observation and demanding methodology that aspires to be objective and transparent. 
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Moreover, positivism stresses that data should be quantifiable and results or truths 

reproducible (Kvale & Brinkmann: 2009:74). It hereby seeks to eliminate any notion of 

subjectivity in science; and any statements included in research should be somehow 

measurable by use of scales (Kvale & Brinkmann: 2009:76). The objection to this paradigm 

is that observations are always reliant on and affected by the person who observes; and 

thus, observations are still subject to the observers own subjectivity; hereby restricting the 

claimed objectivity of data. 

 Hermeneutics is another paradigm which was originally developed with the purpose of 

understanding literary texts. It starkly contrasts positivism in its focus on the interpretation 

of meanings and asserts that interpretations are always influenced by the precognitions of 

the interpreter since an understanding of a given subject relies on certain prejudices; or in 

other words, what the interpreter already knows ahead of the interpretation (Kvale & 

Brinkmann: 2009:69). Thus, when certain meanings are derived from interpretation; these 

are always formed on the basis of the interpreter’s knowledge of the subject being 

interpreted and the context in which interpretation is carried out (Kvale & Brinkmann: 

2009:69). 

 Finally, the paradigm of pragmatism differs from the other two by virtue of its emphasis 

on the practicality and utility value of theories produced by researchers (Kvale & 

Brinkmann: 2009:69). Pragmatism asserts that thoughts do not in themselves represent 

reality, but instead, should be considered as a tool allowing for prediction and solving 

problems; and the merit is rooted in the possible uses of a theory. 

 Some of these paradigms are in fact mutually exclusive; for instance, positivists would 

most likely not be able to acknowledge the findings derived from a hermeneutic approach 

to a subject; however, positivism does contribute to the general understanding of 

knowledge with its highlighting of the necessity of reproducibility – and thus validity and 

reliability – of findings. Strictly adhering to one paradigm would restrict the 

methodological possibilities of the researcher; e.g. from a positivistic standpoint one would 
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likely provide a conclusion to the research question of this thesis by collecting and 

analyzing longitudinal data pertaining to the revenues, profitability or maybe churn of 

various PC games companies. Another alternative would be to analyze the development in 

the number of hours consumers play various PC games on the basis of the companies’ own 

objective data; the objectivity being achieved by the automated and digital way this type 

of data is acquired. This subject could be discussed at great lengths, but instead, let us 

proceed to the considerations pertaining to the theory utilized in the thesis. 

 

1.2.2 Theoretical starting point 

 The thesis employs theory rooted in both the marketing and consumer behavior 

disciplines. Using marketing as a launching pad we begin by taking an introductory look at 

the subject of competitiveness. This introduction does not actually play a role in regard to 

the conclusion of the thesis, but yields a better general understanding of the nature of 

competitiveness.  

 From there, we move on to the theory which is at the core of this thesis: Porter’s Five 

Forces (PFF henceforth). This theoretic framework is used to answer both of the sub-

questions of the thesis; initially by in itself providing a definition to “What are the 

determinants of competition within an industry?” which allows for a conclusion to the first 

sub-question. Hereafter, the framework allows for the designation of the role of mobile 

games in regard to the Western PC games industry; thus enabling the author to provide an 

answer to the second sub-question of the thesis. Moreover, this  furthers the author’s 

ability to determine exactly what should be researched in order to reach a conclusion to 

the posed primary research question.  

 In examining the literature concerning competition within industries; the adoption of the 

work of Porter was an obvious choice as he has been extremely influential to the modern 

understanding of competitiveness; amongst companies and nations alike. In studying 
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Porter’s framework, the thesis will not be reviewing the revisions of and additions to the 

framework made by Grundy (2006) and Dobbs (2014) along with the Five Sources 

Collaborative Model (Hollensen: 2007:104) as these have not been deemed sufficiently 

relevant for inclusion. Although some of his work has received flak for various reasons, the 

harshest criticism often pertains to other theories of his not included in this thesis such as 

the Diamond of National Advantage (Yetton et al.: 1992:89-120; Allio: 1990:28-32). As a 

final remark to the use of PFF, it should be noted that the thesis does not set out to 

challenge the existing discourse on the competition within industries, but rather it employs 

one of the most widely recognized theories on the subject, featured in a great number of 

academic marketing books, in order to achieve its objective.  

 Lastly, the theory section will feature a review of the theory which only plays a 

complementary role in the thesis. This includes, firstly, the marketing subject of 

segmentation and, secondly, the consumer behavior subjects of the motivation process 

and The Expectation-Confirmation Theory (ECT henceforth) (Oliver: 1980). This 

complementary theory is included solely for the purpose of supporting argumentation 

concerning theoretically inferred causalities and facilitating a better understanding hereof 

amongst readers and the author alike. Now that the reasoning for the inclusion of theory 

has been outlined, we will continue to the considerations regarding the research design 

opted for. 

 

1.2.3 Choice of research design 

 The following section accounts for the research design of the thesis; meaning, the way in 

which one chooses to research a given subject. Thus, what will be addressed here are the 

underlying considerations on the combination of procedures employed to obtain and 

analyze data (Andersen: 2008:107). These considerations will pertain to the purpose of the 

research, the data collection method, the population and consequent sampling method, 

and finally, the data analysis.  
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 The research design is paramount to any undertaken study as the research method is 

decisive of the type of data yielded by a study which in turn is decisive of the kind of 

conclusion one is able to draw from the obtained data. In other words, one could argue 

that what one is trying to achieve by carrying out a study should govern the way in which 

the study should be conducted.   

 As noted earlier, the need for a reliance on primary data in order to reach a conclusion to 

the thesis is evident due to the lack of research on and knowledge of the thesis subject. 

One might think that this gives the researcher some degree of freedom in choosing a 

research method, and to some extent it does; however, it should really be perceived as a 

constrained freedom. Naturally, when deciding on a research method, suitability is 

everything. The method must not only suit the purpose of the research, other factors such 

as resources, time, target population and so forth must also be taken into account 

(Andersen: 2008:109) and hereby, the assortment of appropriate or suitable research 

methods is reduced. 

 

1.2.3.1 Purpose of the research 

 Above all, the phrasing of the research question entails the need to study the customers 

of the PC games industry and more specifically; their behavior in regard to mobile games. 

Thus, the thesis could be argued to, in part, research a general tendency amongst the 

target population; how PC gamers’ potential consumption of product X (mobile games) 

affects their consumption of product Y (PC games) in order to finally estimate and 

conclude how this tendency impacts the competition within and thus the profitability of 

the PC games industry. In doing so, one force of the PFF framework, the threat of 

substitutes, is identified as the main point of interest; yielding another four areas of 

interest to the study in regard to the subjects of consumption and substitution.  
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Additionally, the thesis seeks to provide a snapshot of the current state of affairs; meaning 

the tendency as it is observable right now rather than the development of the tendency 

over time. Moreover, the aim of illuminating a general tendency makes it preferable to 

include a large number of respondents; however, fulfilling this objective is somewhat 

limited by the resources available to the researcher.  

 

1.2.3.2 Data collection method 

 With an eye to the aforementioned considerations, the evaluation of the most 

appropriate approach to the research is assessed to be the undertaking of a statistical 

study; specifically, an online survey. This will yield quantitative data which translates into 

the form of figures, quantities or scales which – if obtained in sufficient amounts – can be 

generalized upon and applied to the population as a whole (Rienecker et al.: 2010:294; 

Andersen: 2008:114) which is exactly what this thesis attempts to do. This entails that the 

final presentation of data is in the form of graphs, charts and diagrams. In addition, it 

would mean that the researcher has what Andersen calls unsystematic control with the 

study; meaning that some degree of control is asserted over what is being researched in 

the sense that “the researcher poses select questions in advance which respondents have 

to answer” (Andersen: 2008:110).  

 Another reason that speaks in favor of choosing an online survey study is if the research 

population has access to the necessary computer technology (Sue & Ritter: 2007: 149). 

Naturally, with the population consisting of PC gamers, all of the population can be 

expected to own or have regular access to computers. Moreover, a large majority of the 

population can be expected to have internet access which is also, needless to say, a 

prerequisite for participating in the online survey.  

 The survey takes a web-based format which provides several advantages. First of all, 

online surveys allows for quick distribution, quick response from respondents, and it’s 
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time-saving for the researcher (Sue & Ritter: 2007:7). All of these aspects undoubtedly 

speak in favor of using the survey method in the given context due to the freedom it offers 

respondents as well as the researcher. Furthermore, there are no geographical limitations 

to the online survey study which really underpins the necessity of using this particular 

method. In attempting to reach consumers in both North America and Europe, geography 

would have been a severe issue if not for the internet; and costs would have been an issue 

if not for the web-based format. Moreover, the costs of conducting an online survey are 

low (Sue & Ritter: 2007:7) which is essential in the context of this thesis. 

 As a final remark; regarding the disadvantages of using survey studies, Sue and Ritter 

mention three aspects: Coverage bias, not knowing who is responding to the survey, and 

reliance on software (Sue & Ritter: 2007:7). While the former two disadvantages will be 

addressed in the following section pertaining to the population and sampling; the reliance 

on software is not considered a significant problem in the given context. This is partly 

because the author has what could be considered adequate IT skills, and partly because 

the author has free access to the survey software provided by the education institution. 

Now that the considerations regarding the data collection method has been accounted for, 

reflections on the population and sampling method are next. 

 

1.2.3.3 Population & sampling 

 As for the population; a few remarks on who is specifically being researched: The research 

population is comprised of PC gamers in North America and Europe. As such, the 

population is rather specific, but also huge in size; comprising millions of consumers. 

Needless to say, attempting to include the whole population in the study is quite 

impossible which elucidates the need to study the population through inference. This 

means that the study examines a smaller part of the total research population – a sample – 

and if this select group of respondents is representative of the research population, the 

results are also applicable to or representative of the population as a whole. 
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 As for the sampling method used for this study, it is not an ideal one, but the size and 

characteristics of the research population in combination with limitations on resources and 

access to respondents restricts the room for manoeuvre. While probability sampling – 

where all individuals in the population has an equal chance of being selected (Sue & Ritter: 

2007:28) – is much to be preferred when attempting to make inferences about a 

population (Sue & Ritter: 2007:6) as is the case in this thesis, this is very difficult when 

dealing with open populations (Sue & Ritter: 2007:150) such as the one in question: 

Western PC gamers. “Open populations are those for which there is no readily available 

sampling frame” (Sue & Ritter: 2007:29) and “the only way to achieve a truly random 

sample of an open population is to employ a multimethod approach” (Sue & Ritter: 

2007:29) meaning that respondents are first contacted by phone through random digit 

dialing from which they are directed to the survey web site which is a rather impossible 

task to undertake in the context of this thesis. 

 Since it is impossible to get means of access to the whole population, another approach 

could be to “restrict the population of interest to visitors to particular web sites... (in order) 

to select probability samples from open populations” (Sue & Ritter: 2007:29); however, 

again this requires means of accessing or contacting all visitors of certain websites which is 

also assessed to be either disproportionally difficult or costly in the context of this study. 

This is mostly because of the means of distribution; more specifically, the characteristics of 

the web sites where the survey can be promoted free of charge which does not ensure 

that all visitors to the sites are exposed to the survey promotion. Thus, all of the 

aforementioned considerations lead to the conclusion that nonprobability sampling must 

be utilized although this approach has some significant drawbacks.  

 Sue and Ritter lists three methods of nonprobability sampling: Convenience, volunteer 

opt-in, and snowball sampling (Sue & Ritter: 2007:28). With an eye to the situation which 

the author finds himself in, convenience sampling is assessed to be the most appropriate. 

This sampling method is a non-systemic approach which “allows potential participants to 
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self-select into the sample” (Sue & Ritter: 2007:32) wherever the survey is being promoted. 

Hereby, there are no restrictions as to who partakes in the survey nor any control over 

multiple responses by the same respondent. While the latter factor is hard to counteract; 

the former is alleviated to some extent by posing an eligibility or contingency question 

such that respondents who are not part of the target population can be screened out.  

 While researchers using nonprobability sampling are advised against making inferences 

about the target population based on sample data, and “Online polls employing 

convenience samples should not be presented as legitimate scientific research” (Sue & 

Ritter: 2007:32) as self-select respondents are usually not representative of the population 

due to them often having a special interest in the survey topic, it is arguable that with the 

topic in question revolving around both PC and mobile games, a majority of the target 

population of PC gamers could be hypothesized to take an interest in the topic and 

therefore participate in the study. Though whether this hypothesized majority is in fact 

representative of the population is uncertain. One way to counteract this potential 

disparity between sample and population could be the reliance on an aspect borrowed 

from the sampling method of pre-recruited panels: If the researcher has demographic 

information about both survey respondents and the target population, it should 

theoretically be possible to test for biases which should, to a limited degree, enhance the 

possibility of generalizing on sample data which is what will be attempted in this thesis. 

Following this clarification of the population and sampling method, the means of data 

analysis opted for will be described. 

 

1.2.3.4 Data management & analysis 

 Before taking on the task of analyzing the data obtained through a study, one should 

conduct a data cleaning. Thus, in accordance with Sue & Ritter’s data cleaning process (Sue 

& Ritter: 2007:106-107), the data was screened for errors in the programming of question 

skipping along with patterns of missing data and inconsistencies in the data. 
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 The online survey contains a total of 26 questions of which most of the questions are 

either dichotomous or multiple choice questions offering various amounts of response 

options. Of the dichotomous questions three are eligibility, or contingency, questions 

which qualify respondents to continue with the survey and gain access to additional 

questions. Moreover, the survey also comprises two rating scale questions featuring five 

options each. Thus, the analysis of data will make extensive use of frequency distributions; 

hereby illustrating, through the calculation of percentages, the amounts of respondents 

who have opted for each of the answering options; or in other words, “the distribution of 

answers to survey questions” (Sue & Ritter: 2007: 109). These frequency distributions will 

be portrayed mostly as bar graphs, but the use of other means of illustration also occurs. 

Furthermore, the analysis makes use of filters in order to single out consumer segments, 

and bivariate analysis has also been deemed appropriate for the purpose of examining two 

variables at a time in relation to segmentation. As for the specific data utilized in the 

thesis, this will be described in the coming section. 

 

1.2.4 Data sources 

 The next two sections regarding data sources will account for the use of primary and 

secondary data, respectively. 

 

1.2.4.1 Primary data – the survey study 

 As earlier mentioned, the primary data used in this thesis is obtained by means of a web-

based online survey. As Andersen notes, survey studies are characterized by obtaining 

quantitative data through standardized questionnaires in order to describe the prevalence 

of phenomena within a given research population (Andersen: 2008:114). 

 The data has been provided by 564 respondents who fully completed the questionnaire of 

which 65 had to be removed due to respondents being situated outside the locations of 
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interest. This amounts to a response rate of 68% which is very high and thus satisfactory 

given that it is a web-based survey where the norm is approximately 30% (Sue & Ritter: 

2007:8). However, this reported response rate may in reality be lower as it only counts 

respondents and potential respondents who actually clicked the survey link in the places of 

distribution. Thus, some potential respondents may have been exposed to the survey 

promotion, but chosen not to click on the survey link and participate which makes the 

actual response rate lower than reported; possibly nearing the 30% average although this 

is pure conjecture. Additionally, 150 respondents (18%) provided a partial completion of 

the questionnaire while 116 respondents (14%) went to the first survey page, but did not 

fill out any questions. These partial completions were deleted entirely in order to not skew 

results. Furthermore, in relation to the response rate, it should be noted that various 

measures were taken to improve response rate such as appealing to respondents’ good 

nature in the survey promotion which will be elaborate further in section 4.2.3.2. 

 The survey length is assessed to be appropriate considering its web-based format; 

comprising 26 questions which could be considered the upper limit since no bounty or 

prize, and hereby material incitement, was offered to respondents. Furthermore, the 

construction of survey questions has been done in accordance with the guidelines 

provided by Sue & Ritter (2007) and Andersen (2008). Thus, an eye has been kept to the 

questions being, amongst other things, “self-explanatory, easy to understand and answer, 

free of jargon, and visually appealing” (Sue & Ritter: 2007:39). Although Andersen (2008) 

recommends that demographic questions that may be perceived as boring to respondents 

are to be placed at the end of the survey; this was assessed not to be possible due to the 

funnel-shaped construction of the survey which will be described in section 4.2.3.3 and 

4.2.3.4 pertaining to the questionnaire design. Furthermore, in order to avoid any 

problems related to the misunderstanding of questions on the part of respondents, 

potential errors in answering options and so on, the survey was preemptively tested by 

three individuals who are part of the target population of western PC gamers as is 

recommended by scholars (Andersen: 2008: 179). 
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 As for the information sought to be attained through the survey; jointly, it aids in 

providing a conclusion to the primary research question, hereby shedding light on how 

mobile games affect the competition within the Western PC games industry. In its aim to 

do so, some of the survey questions have, as earlier mentioned, been constructed on the 

basis of the part of the PFF framework that has been deemed relevant to the objective of 

the study. While the exact way in which the survey questions relate to the PFF framework 

will not yet be explained; what should be noted is that they, amongst other things, touch 

upon the following aspects of consumption and substitution among the target population: 

• The prevalence and extent of usage of and monetary spending on mobile games. 

• The consumption context of mobile games. 

• The comparative perceived gratification provided by PC games and mobile games. 

• Purchase satisfaction in relation to both PC games and mobile games purchases. 

 However, it should be kept in mind that the final conclusion of the thesis will not rely 

exclusively on the elucidation of the aforementioned aspects; these are just some of the 

things to be clarified by means of the survey data. Now that some of the information which 

the primary data are supposed to yield has also been accounted for, the validity and 

reliability of the findings will be explained.  

 

1.2.4.1.1 Validity 

 Validity refers to whether measurements actually measure what is intended (Andersen: 

2008:83). Andersen (2008) mentions that validity does not only pertain to the conformity 

between the theoretical and empirical conceptualizations; but also the relevancy of the 

empirical conceptualizations to the objective of a study (Andersen: 2008:83).  

 As for the study in question, it employs various empirical conceptualizations built on 

predefined determinants of industry competition and profitability extracted from the PFF 

framework; and the conformity hereof is argued and justified at length in section 4.2.3.4. 
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Moreover, these conceptualizations are indeed used to provide a conclusion to the 

primary research question of the thesis which renders them relevant. Thus, the study is 

assessed to measure what is intended of it, and the findings are deemed to be valid. 

 

1.2.4.1.2 Reliability 

 Reliability refers to the extent to which a given measurement process yields consistent 

results over repeated testing (Sue & Ritter: 2007:183), meaning that other researchers 

should be able to reach the same findings when following the same procedure. Thus, 

reliability states how accurate the results are and the degree to which these results are 

affected by errors in measurement and is therefore dependent on how measurements are 

carried out (Andersen: 2008:83).  

 A frequent source of error in regard to surveys is the case of researchers and respondents 

ascribing differing meanings to various questions and response options. Poor wording and 

overlapping age intervals are examples of such, and this has been taken into consideration 

when constructing the survey. Moreover, response options for questions regarding time 

and monetary spending for PC and mobile games, respectively, have been aligned in order 

to not risk impacting respondents’ answers on an unconscious level. In order to identify 

any such possible errors, the questionnaire was pre-tested on three individuals of the 

target population. On the basis of this in addition to the fact that the survey was 

conducted through SurveyXact; hereby limiting the possibility of errors in data processing, 

as well as the sample being adequately representative of the population which will also be 

discussed later on, the level of reliability is assessed to be – while not exactly high – 

satisfactory given the circumstances of the study. However, the small sample size obtained 

in combination with a high amount of response options for some questions renders the 

reliability of segmentation-related findings questionable. Reliability is also affected by a 

number of sources of error as will be described in the following section. 
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1.2.4.1.3 Survey-specific sources of error 

 A number of researchers have highlighted several sources of error that impact the validity 

and reliability of a study; for instance coverage, nonresponse, and sampling error (Gideon: 

2012:305; Sue & Ritter: 2007:35-36) which will now be addressed.  

 Coverage error happens when the sampling frame is not representative of the population 

and thus depends on the difference between the characteristics of respondents and 

nonrespondents (Sue & Ritter: 2007:35). In the context of this study, the sampling frame 

comprises visitors of various online PC gaming discussion fora which could supposedly lead 

to some degree of error since these visitors could be expected to have an above-average 

interest in PC games; great enough for them to spend time discussing games online 

whereas some other gamers choose not to. Hereby, the sampling frame could be 

presumed to not include a representative amount of less engaged gamers. This could have 

been alleviated by advertising the survey on other online platforms not related to gaming 

such as social media; however, this would introduce other errors as the author would 

mostly be able to reach Danish respondents which would introduce another form of bias. 

Additionally, the sample obtained contains a disproportionately large amount of younger 

PC gamers and too few older ones; and therefore, the sample is not perfectly 

representative of the research population. This is arguably the greatest source of error in 

the undertaken survey study.  

 Nonresponse distinguishes between item and unit nonresponse error. Item nonresponse 

error happens when respondents skip questions (Sue & Ritter: 2007:35) and has been 

handled by deleting incomplete questionnaires and not allowing respondents to skip any 

questions; however, a “do not wish to answer”-response option has been added to 

questions deemed sensitive. Unit nonresponse error, on the other hand, refers to 

respondents not participating in the study at all; in this case, potential respondents who 

are exposed to the survey promotion but choose not to participate. While unit 

nonresponse cannot be calculated when conducting self-select surveys; these respondents 
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could be hypothesized to be the ones “in the middle of the pack” opinion-wise; the ones 

who are neither strongly for nor against mobile games. 

 Sampling error occurs when basing results on samples instead of the whole target 

population and refers to the possible variability in results when using one possible sample 

over another. The size of a sample is relevant in this regard, and whereas it is possible to 

estimate the specific “number of respondents necessary to make population inferences 

with various levels of confidence when we employ probability samples” (Sue & Ritter: 

2007:33), this is not possible when using nonprobability samples. The reason for this is that 

the likelihood of a specific participant being selected for the sample is not known; thus, no 

specific sample size can be calculated (Sue & Ritter: 2007:33-34).  

 However, a few rules of thumb include keeping sample sizes between 30 and 500 

participants and within these limits select 10% of the target population (Sue & Ritter: 

2007:34). With the target population size of this study being several millions; this was 

almost accomplished with nearly 500 respondents situated in the geographical locations of 

interest. However, when samples are broken into subsamples, the same principal should 

apply to subsamples; and regrettably, this is not possible with the obtained sample size 

which hampers the reliability of all findings pertaining to the segmentation of PC gamers; 

especially in the cases where segmentation relies on questions with a lot of response 

categories. Additionally, when analyzing several variables, “sample size should be at least 

10 times larger than the number of variables being studied” (Sue & Ritter: 2007:34)  which 

is adhered to due to the study only measuring two variables at a time. Generally, the 

undertaken study sought to include as large a sample size as possible as smaller samples 

“limits the generalizability of the research findings and may call the reliability of the data 

into question” (Sue & Ritter: 2007:34), and the overall reliability of the survey results has 

been assessed to be satisfactory given the premises for the study; although it could be 

improved upon if more resources were available and the use of a probability sampling 

method was possible. 
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1.2.4.2 Secondary data 

 In addition to the use of primary data, the thesis also makes use of various secondary 

data. Initially, secondary data is used to briefly describe the mobile games industry; hereby 

emphasizing the relevancy of posing the primary research question; after which the 

previously mentioned literature is relied upon in order to answer both of the thesis’ two 

posed sub-questions. Furthermore, secondary data is used to provide insights into the 

Western PC games industry; hereby, aiding in defining and describing the industry as well 

as examining the characteristics of the customer base. Finally, secondary data is relied 

upon to bring a conclusion to two of the sources of competitive pressure yielded by one 

specific determinant of competition within the Western PC games industry. 

 Aside from the earlier mentioned literature, the secondary data consists mainly of 

research data derived from earlier executed quantitative studies carried out by a wide 

range of reputable research companies; in some cases on behalf of industry players. Some 

of the studies are concerned with the consumer behavior of PC gamers while others solely 

provide market data. Among the research companies, the ones whose data are utilized the 

most are Newzoo, NPD Group, and DFC Intelligence, but useful data is also provided by 

various other entities such as App Annie, Ipsos, Pew Research, and Superdata. Generally, 

all of these companies should be expected to deliver trustworthy and reliable data; 

however, in a few cases the research has been commissioned by industry interest groups 

which does entail a need to be wary of the findings and maintain a healthy, critical stance. 

In addition to the research briefs, the thesis also makes use of a variety of news articles 

from tech-related media such as Techradar, Gamesindustry, Ignite Social Media, and 

Techinasia, but also two articles from The Guardian and Boston Globe. Now that the use of 

secondary has been gone through; the delimitation of the thesis will be accounted for. 
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1.3 Delimitation 

 The thesis focuses on the Western PC games industry; defined as the markets of North 

America and Europe. The reason for this is that these markets have certain similarities in 

that they are both mature markets and the consumers within these markets are also more 

alike than compared to the rest of the world. Thus, conclusions related to the western 

markets would most likely not be applicable to other markets. Moreover, the author is 

limited in his access to consumers in other parts of the world; partly due to insufficient 

resources and partly due to language barriers. Furthermore, the thesis’ definition of the PC 

games industry only comprises PC games which, in order to work on a given unit, require 

somewhat capable hardware. Some research companies refer to these kinds of games as 

“core games”, but the exact definition varies a great deal; just as the definition of the term 

“core gamers” does; therefore, the thesis refrains from using these terms. Thus, the scope 

of the thesis excludes the kind of games that may work on a PC, but require an absolute 

minimum of hardware capabilities such as flash games and browser games which arguably 

constitutes an insignificant part of the industry.  

 Regarding the theory utilized in the thesis, the research rooted in the PFF framework is 

limited to deal exclusively with the force of “threat of substitutes” as this is the part of the 

framework which is deemed relevant to the scope of the thesis. Thus, while other parts of 

the framework will be touched upon briefly; these are not analyzed in depth as they are 

not relevant to the specific question of how mobile games affect the competition and 

profitability of the PC games industry. Since the thesis is only concerned with the effect of 

mobile games; assessing the overall state of the competitive intensity within the PC games 

industry lies outside the scope of the thesis. Regarding PFF, it should also be noted that the 

purpose of the framework is in fact also to allow for the identification of an appropriate 

competitive strategy for a given company, but as the thesis takes an industry perspective 

rather than a company-centered perspective; this will not be the case. 
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 Finally, going forward with a quantitative study necessitates that the researcher knows 

beforehand what to ask respondents. If this is not the case, conducting a qualitative study 

which precedes the quantitative study would enable the researcher to identify relevant 

areas of interest. Such areas would be things which the respondents of the qualitative 

study would find to be relevant to the subject being researched. In the context of this 

thesis, a preceding qualitative study was indeed considered, but in the end it was found 

not to be a prerequisite for conducting a quantitative study. This is mostly due to the fact 

that the author already possesses what is assessed to be an adequate understanding of 

and insight into the consumption of both PC and mobile games. This means that 

researcher should be able to identify the most relevant areas of interest; hereby rendering 

a qualitative study superfluous. 

 

1.4 Structure 

 The thesis has been divided into four main chapters. Firstly, the introductory chapter 

defines the research question and the consequent sub-questions steering the thesis 

(section 1.1) along with the purpose of the thesis (section 1.1.1). Hereafter, the chapter 

features an examination of the tools used in the thesis (section 1.2.1-1.2.3) which is 

succeeded by an enumeration of the primary and secondary data involved in (section 

1.2.4). Lastly, the first chapter includes the delimitation of the thesis (section 1.3) as well as 

the structure. Chapter two deals solely with the utilized theory (section 2.1-2.2.5); while 

chapter three provides insights into the western PC games industry (section 3.1-3.3). By 

means of both primary and secondary data; chapter four is dedicated to analyze the threat 

which mobile games pose to the PC games industry in accordance with the earlier 

reviewed theory and consequently, the chapter features the undertaken survey study 

(section 4.1-4.3). Finally, an additional section brings together the conclusions brought 

forth and discusses the implications of the findings (section 5). 
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2. Theory 

 This section features all the theoretic building blocks that will be applied or referenced to 

throughout the thesis. Starting out with a superficial look at some basic competition 

theory; we move on to the thesis’ core theory on industry competition, PFF, after which 

complementary theory about segmentation, the motivation process and lastly, the 

Expectation-Confirmation Theory is examined. 

 

2.1 Introduction to competition theory 

 When addressing the subject of competition; an endless amount of more or less entangled 

perspectives on the matter could be reviewed. These could be for instance positioning, 

competitive strategies, value chain analysis or competitive benchmarking; all of which in 

one way or another take into account parts of the surrounding environment in order to 

elicit an appropriate course of action for a given company. Therefore, it is certainly difficult 

to provide a holistic understanding of competition by picking out just a few theories and 

naturally, this introductory section cannot be expected to do that. Thus, in accordance 

with the scope of the thesis; merely a glance will be taken at competition theory related to 

the industry level. 

 

2.1.1 Industries 

 The subject of defining an industry is addressed by Porter in some of his work. He warns of 

defining an industry either too broadly or too narrowly and suggests that one should 

consider both the scope of products or services and the geographic scope (Porter: 

2008:91). Thus, if differences exist in industry structure (i.e. different rivals, buyers, 

barriers to entry and so forth) either when comparing products or geographic locations, 

the respective products or locations should be considered as separate industries (Porter: 

2008:91). In this regard, if the identified differences are either large or the differences 
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pertain to more than one part of the industry structure; industries should be considered as 

separate entities. However, it should also be noted that industry definitions are “often a 

matter of judgment” (Porter: 2008:91) and that Porter’s definition is “as arbitrary as any” 

(Porter: 1997:15).  

 

2.1.2 Competition 

 Competition is paramount to the profitability and attractiveness of an industry, and while 

not all of the following subjects will be addressed in the thesis, the author’s awareness of 

the subjects should be underscored here: Market size, growth rate, stage of industry 

evolution, predictability of industry developments, and price elasticity among buyers are 

all factors which can be argued to influence market attractiveness (Jobber and Fahy: 

2009:244-245). 

 When dealing with the concept of competition; one can distinguish between narrow or 

broad competition. Narrow competition refers to a range of similar products which cover 

the same need in the same way; directed at the same target segment and thus pertains to 

consumers choosing between various brands (Andersen et al.: 2009:217). Conversely, 

broad competition refers to the competition between products that cover a certain need 

in different ways. Thus, broad competition can pertain to the same product category, or 

the same need covered by products such as in the case of “a van being a substitute to a 

passenger car” (Andersen et al.: 2009:217). Furthermore, it can pertain to the competition 

for consumers’ disposable income (Andersen et al.: 2009:217) which in that case 

encompasses a vast array of products. 

 The type of competition within a market also has a great influence on the competitive 

pressure experienced by companies; monopolies let the (only) company decide pricing 

rather freely; whereas duopolies and oligopolies foster greater competition. Monopolistic 

competition refers to markets with a lot of providers and many differentiated products and 
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finally, perfect competition, often involving homogenous products, entails that providers 

have next to no influence on price (Andersen et al.: 2009:221). There is, however, more to 

competition than what was just described as will be clarified in the following. 

 

2.2 Porter’s five forces framework 

 This section adds to our understanding of competition through its review of PFF which 

accounts for the various forces shaping competition within an industry. Porter had already 

conceived the widely-recognized PFF framework by the year 1979. Inspired by and 

combining previously published literature; it was originally constructed for the purpose of 

determining an appropriate strategy for a company which will lead to a position in the 

market “less vulnerable to attack” (Porter: 1979:145). This thesis’ use of PFF hereby differ 

from its intended purpose in that no strategy will be developed due to the thesis’ earlier 

explained industry-perspective; and for the same reason less attention will be given to the 

company-specific strategy-related aspects when reviewing the theory. Similarly, in 

reviewing the theory, emphasis is put on the force deemed most relevant to the scope of 

the thesis: The threat of substitutes. However, in addition to the matter of company 

strategy, the PFF framework is useful in other ways.  

 The combined strength of the five forces “determines the ultimate profit potential of an 

industry” (Porter: 1979:137). These forces can be termed as the determinants of 

competitive intensity within an industry; and each of the forces consist of a number of 

sources of competitive pressure. By examining the sources of competitive pressure it is 

hereby possible to assess the individual impact of each force on industry profitability and 

attractiveness (Porter: 1979:144; Porter: 2008:87). Hereby, PFF also constitutes a great 

tool for identifying and examining industry trends and developments that may hold 

“significance as either opportunities or threats” (Porter: 1979:138); of which this thesis is 

concerned with the latter. Rooted in this reasoning, the thesis utilizes PFF in examining one 

of the forces, and its sources of competitive pressure, in isolation with a specific focus on a 
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defined possible substitute threat which allows for an assessment of its effect, or impact, 

on the competition; the profit potential; and the attractiveness of the industry in question.  

 The competition fostered by all of the five forces jointly defines an industry’s structure 

and is decisive of the intensity of competition within an industry (Porter: 2008:79); ranging 

“from intense to mild” (Porter: 1979:137). Generally, if competition is mild, a lot of 

companies will be profitable; and conversely, if competition is intense, most companies 

will not be profitable (Porter: 2008:80). 

 Ever since the framework was published, Porter and others have revised some of the 

sources; but the five forces have stayed intact and will be reviewed in the following order; 

putting greatest emphasis on the last one deemed most relevant to the thesis: Threat of 

new entrants, bargaining power of suppliers, bargaining power of buyers, rivalry among 

existing competitors, and threat of substitutes.   

2.2.1 Threat of new entrants 

 New entrants to an industry makes competition for market shares fiercer; yielding a 

greater pressure on prices, costs, and investments needed to compete; hereby putting a 

cap on profit potential (Porter: 2008: 80). When this threat is high, existing competitors 

must either hold down prices or increase investments in order to dissuade new entrants. 

High entry barriers in an industry provide a shield against this threat and are materialized 

by the following (Porter: 2008: 81; Hollensen: 2007:104):  

• Economies of scale which let some existing competitors have more efficient technology 

or produce larger volumes and spread their fixed costs across more units. 

• Capital requirements which is a need to invest large amounts of capital in order to 

compete with existing competitors. 

• Advantages of existing competitors independent of size; manifested in cost or quality 

advantages derived from technology, established brand identities, product 

differentiation, or production experience. 
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• Unequal access to distribution channels. 

• Restrictive government policy which can either impede or promote new entry. 

 Finally, the expected retaliation from existing competitors that new entrants can be 

expected to face might also impact new entrants’ decision to do so: Aggressive 

competitors that show willingness to react stubbornly over prolonged periods of time may 

dissuade new entrants (Porter: 2008:81). 

2.2.2 Bargaining power of suppliers 

 Suppliers can use their bargaining power against participants in an industry by raising 

prices or reducing the quality of good and services provided to the industry. The bargaining 

power of suppliers is high if (Porter: 2008: 82-83; Hollensen: 2007:103): 

• The supplier group consists of fewer companies than the industry it sells to. 

• The supplier group’s product is either unique or differentiated; or if considerable 

switching costs is incurred from changing products. 

• There is no substitute at all for the product suppliers provide. 

• The supplier group does not depend on the industry for a significant part of its 

revenues. 

• A risk exists for suppliers to integrate into the industry. 

2.2.3 Bargaining power of buyers 

 Bargaining power of customers of the industry can come in form of forcing down prices, 

demanding a higher quality or more service which all puts pressure on industry profits 

(Porter: 1979: 141).  The bargaining power of buyers is high if (Porter: 2008:83; Porter: 

1979:141; Hollensen 2007: 103): 

• There are few buyers for the product provided by the industry, or if each buyer 

purchases in large quantities. 

• There is an excess amount of sellers of the industry’s product. 

• The product provided by the industry is standardized (not differentiated). 
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• Low switching costs are incurred from changing products. 

• A risk exists for buyers to integrate into the industry and begin to produce the product 

themselves; or from a B2C perspective, if retailers are able to influence consumers’ 

purchasing decisions significantly.  

• Buyers are price-sensitive; leading to existing competitors having to compete on price 

which is disastrous to profitability. In B2B this could be caused by buyers earning low 

profits and in B2C; if consumers have little disposable income. 

• The product provided by the industry is unimportant to the quality of the buyer’s 

product which is mostly relevant in B2B markets. 

2.2.4 Rivalry among existing competitors 

 Naturally, if rivalry among existing competitors is intense; it can also put a cap on industry 

profitability, although it is not a given (Porter: 2008:85). Rivalry is mostly detrimental to 

profits if companies compete on the basis of price; whereas if various competitors try to 

cater to different customer segments on the basis of product quality, product 

differentiation, service quality, or branding; the impact can be less significant – and even 

possibly benefit the industry by serving the needs of a wider range of customers (Porter: 

2008:86). 

Rivalry can take a number of forms; including “price discounting, new product 

introductions, advertising campaigns, and service improvements” (Porter: 2008:85). A high 

degree of rivalry among competitors in an industry is most likely if (Porter: 2008:85; 

Hollensen: 2007:102): 

• There is a large amount of competitors and these are approximately equal in size. 

• Industry growth is low; making the battle for market shares fiercer. 

• The product provided by the industry lacks differentiation or low switching costs exist. 

• Fixed costs are high which makes every competitor seek to increase their sales 

volumes. 
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• An increase in production capacity must be large in order to be efficient; leading to 

temporary overcapacity in the industry.  

• Exit barriers are high. Exit barriers can be manifested by few opportunities in other 

related markets, emotional barriers or great costs of closing down production facilities. 

2.2.5 Threat of substitutes 

 Substitute products should be defined as products that provide a similar function to an 

industry’s products through different means (Porter: 2008:84). If an industry is not capable 

of differentiating its own product from substitutes; through “product performance, 

marketing efforts or other means”, the profit potential as well as the growth potential of 

the industry will come under pressure (Porter: 2008:84). Furthermore, substitutes should 

not only be considered a threat under normal circumstances; if an industry is booming, 

substitutes may well have a parasitic effect on growth and profitability (Porter: 1979:142). 

The threat of substitutes often arises from increased competition in the substitutes’ own 

respective industry which can be caused by reductions in price or performance 

improvements (Porter: 1979:142). Thus, the threat of substitutes is determined by (Porter: 

2008: 84; Porter: 1980:38; Jobber and Fahy: 2009:321; Hollensen: 2007:104): 

• Buyers’ switching costs. 

• The relative price of the substitute product. 

• Buyer propensity, or willingness, to substitute. 

• The relative performance and quality of the substitute product. 

Porter stresses that one should always keep an eye on changes in other industries “that 

may make them attractive substitutes when they were not before” (Porter: 2008:84). 

Moreover, the substitute products that should be awarded the greatest attention are 

those that are either “enjoying steady improvements in price-performance trade-off with 

the industry’s product”; “would entail minimal switching costs for prospective buyers”; or 

the ones that are produced by industries yielding great profits (Porter: 1980:38). Expanding 

upon this, the most common causes for substitute threats to arise are improvements in 
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technology which create new substitutes along with increased availability or improved 

performance of complementary products (Porter: 2008:88). Complementary products are 

those that are used in combination with an industry’s product; for example, in the case of 

computer hardware and software providing great value together, but being next to 

worthless when they are apart (Porter: 2008:86). Complements should therefore be taken 

into account when they “affect the overall demand for an industry’s product” (Porter: 

2008:86). 

 Another important point is that sometimes individual action by industry competitors is not 

enough to fend off substitutes; and therefore collective industry action must be taken in 

the defense against substitutes (Porter: 1980:38). When advertising by a single company 

does little to deter substitution; alternatives could be either “heavy and sustained 

advertising by all industry participants” or united action through industry groups pertaining 

to improvements of product quality, marketing efforts, and product distribution (Porter: 

1980:38). Additionally, rivalry among existing competitors based on other dimensions than 

price “can improve value relative to substitutes” (Porter: 2008:86). 

 

2.3 First partial conclusion 

 It can hereby be concluded that industry structure determines the intensity of 

competition and the consequent profit potential of an industry. Analyzing the industry 

structure clarifies how economic value created by the industry is divided; and most 

importantly, how it is limited by either the threat of new entrants or substitutes (Porter: 

2008:86). Thus, an answer has been presented to the first of the thesis’ sub-questions; 

“what are the determinants of competition within an industry?” to which the answer is: 

The structure of an industry which is manifested in the five forces; the threat of new 

entrants (or barriers to entry), the bargaining power of suppliers, the bargaining power of 

buyers, the rivalry among existing competitors, and the threat of substitutes. 
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2.4 Segmentation 

 Coming back to the literature review; segmentation is a process carried out with the 

purpose of delineating consumer segments whose members have similar characteristics 

which differ from the members of other segments (Solomon et al.: 2010:8). Thus, each 

segment is internally homogenous in regard to whatever characteristics one has opted to 

base the segmentation on; usually resulting in varying sizes and attractiveness of segments 

(Andersen et al.: 2009:347). For the segmentation process to be valid certain requirements 

should be met: The segments should be measurable, accessible, profitable, differentiated, 

and manageable in regard to the resources of a company (Andersen et al.: 2009:348). 

 Segmentation can be used for a variety of different purposes; facilitating the definition of 

a target market by e.g. identifying the most profitable segments, create a new view of the 

market, position a product, focus R&D efforts, improve communication, or develop a 

company’s overall strategy (Solomon et al.: 2010:582; Andersen et al.: 2009:366). Thus, by 

segmenting consumers a company can focus its marketing efforts and exploit differing 

preferences amongst consumers in a given market (Andersen et al.: 2009:366); and hereby 

conserve resources and hopefully increase profit margins. Finally, segmentation can aid in 

identifying opportunities and threats in the market (Andersen et al.: 2009:349). 

 The variables, or criteria, B2C-segmentation is based on pertain to four different 

categories; geographic, demographic, psychographic, and behavioral. While geographical 

variables are obvious; demographical encompass age, gender, social class, occupation, 

income, ethnic group, or stage in life (Solomon et al.: 2010:9). Family structure is another 

demographic variable that is often important due to its effect on consumers’ spending 

priorities (Solomon et al.: 2010:10). Psychographic criteria pertain to the lifestyle, 

attitudes, and personality of consumers and lastly, the behavioral variables comprise for 

instance loyalty and consumption behavior such as extent of usage and usage situation (or 

the consumption context) (Solomon et al.: 2010:9). Generally, the most important thing 

when segmenting is to identify the most relevant criteria; there must always be a purpose 
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with the segmentation (Andersen et al.: 2009:56). Whether one or several of criteria is 

used to segment by is optional, and the segmentation method which will feature in this 

thesis will be that of single variable segmentation. 

 

2.5 Consumer behavior 

 One important aspect of consumer behavior in the context of this thesis is the fact that 

consumers’ mood often affect their purchase decisions. For instance, it is possible for 

stress to reduce consumers’ information-processing and problem-solving abilities 

(Solomon et al.: 2010:61). Originally defined in relation to research into the subject of 

store environments, it was found that “a person can enjoy or not enjoy a situation, and 

they can feel stimulated or not” (Solomon et al.: 2010:61). Hereby, “different combinations 

of pleasure and arousal levels result in a variety of emotional states” (Solomon et al.: 

2010:61). To exemplify this, any given arousing situation that a consumer finds him- or 

herself in can be perceived as either distressing or exciting, depending on whether the 

consumer perceives the situation as positive or negative. A rule of thumb that was inferred 

from this research was that, generally, “a mood state biases judgments of products and 

services in that direction” (Solomon et al.: 2010:62). In this thesis’ context, the 

aforementioned possibility of stress reducing consumers’ information-processing ability 

would suggest that PC gamers could be more prone to spend money on mobile games 

when on the move as they would be more prone to stress in such situations. Also, it might 

be possible that PC gamers would mostly play mobile games when on the move in order to 

alleviate themselves of perceived stress. However, the question of what really makes 

people behave the way they do will be explained now by virtue of motivation theory. 
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2.5.1 The motivation process & drive theory 

 All people are driven by some form of motivation. From a psychological perspective, the 

term motivation should be understood as the process which causes people to behave in a 

certain way (Solomon et al.: 2010:177). Applying this to a consumer behavior perspective, 

motivation can be said to emerge from the arousal of a given need which the consumer 

wants to satisfy (Solomon et al.: 2010:177). 

 Once a certain need has arisen; with it comes a state of tension which prompts the 

consumer to seek to reduce or eliminate the need. The tension experienced is a token of 

the discrepancy that exists between the consumer’s present (unfulfilled) state and some 

ideal (fulfilled) state. “The magnitude of this tension determines the urgency the consumer 

feels to reduce the tension. This degree of arousal is called a drive” (Solomon et al.: 

2010:177). Thus, in a consumer behavior context tension is the unpleasantness 

experienced by a consumer if his or her consumption needs are not met. This state 

activates tension-reducing, or goal-oriented, behavior which seeks “to reduce or eliminate 

the unpleasant state and return to a balanced one called homeostasis”; and most 

importantly, “those behaviors that are successful in reducing the drive by satisfying the 

underlying need are strengthened and tend to be repeated” (Solomon et al.: 2010:179). 

Finally, once a consumer reaches the desired end-state, tension is diminished and the 

motivation fades away; often temporarily. Thus, there are two sides to motivation: “its 

strength, or the pull it exerts on the consumer, and its direction, or the particular way the 

consumer attempts to reduce motivational tension” (Solomon et al.: 2010:177). 

 Theory on motivation is furthermore divided into branches focusing on biological and 

learned needs; drive theory and expectancy theory, respectively. Drive theory is concerned 

with biological needs that create unpleasant states of arousal which then fosters the 

motivation to “reduce the tension caused by this arousal. Tension reduction has been 

proposed as a basic mechanism governing human behavior” (Solomon et al.: 2010:179). 

The use of drive theory has its limits though, as some parts of human behavior are 
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inconsistent with what would be expected. Sometimes people will behave in a way so that 

the drive is increased rather than decreased; because sometimes “it is not the kill, it is the 

thrill of the chase” (Solomon et al.: 2010:179). 

 

2.5.2 The Expectation-Confirmation Theory 

 Conversely to drive theory, a more recent take on motivation is expectancy theory which 

focuses on cognitive factors. Oliver (1980), although not the first to work with expectations 

as a determinant for behavior, took a consumer behavior perspective on the matter, and 

based on a wealth of earlier published literature Oliver proposed a crude framework for 

understanding repeat behavior in the context of consumers’ consumption of products and 

services; the Expectation-Confirmation Theory (or ECT) (Oliver: 1980:462). Through the 

years, his framework was revised and in 1993 it took the following, more easily digestible, 

design (Kim: 2010:222): 

 

Figure 1: The Expectation-Confirmation Theory (ECT): Oliver, 1980, 1993, Anderson & 
Sullivan 1993). 

 According to the ECT, “individuals make comparative judgments apart from and as an 

input to their feelings of satisfaction” (Oliver: 1980:460). These comparative judgments 

serve as the confirmation process; a weighing of the expectations to and the perceived 

performance of a given product. The consumer’s expectation of product performance is 
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formed at the pre-purchase stage and is influenced by the product itself including one’s 

prior experience, brand connotations and symbolic elements. However, other factors such 

as consumption context, communication, and individual characteristics of consumers can 

also impact the level of expectation (Oliver: 1980:461). The expectation formed by a 

consumer creates a point of reference to which the consumer makes a comparative 

judgment. Thus, outcomes worse than expected are rated below this point of reference, 

while outcomes better than expected are rated above this point.  

 Hereby, during the confirmation process, post-purchase deviations of perceived 

performance from the pre-purchase level of expectation would be caused by the product 

either exceeding or falling short of the consumer’s expectations (i.e. positive, zero, or 

negative disconfirmation) (Oliver: 1980:461). Satisfaction can then be viewed as a product 

of the expectation level and the resulting disconfirmation. Finally, Oliver provided evidence 

for a core feature of the theory; the positive correlation between satisfaction and 

repurchase intention (Oliver: 1980:464), or in other terms; future repurchase probability. 

 As mentioned, other scholars have adapted the ECT framework for their own purposes; 

complementing Oliver’s framework, Kim has combined the ECT with other models such as 

Bhattacherjee’s (2001) Post-Acceptance Model (Kim: 2009:223), or the TRA-based (Theory 

of Reasoned Action) Web Trust model and the valence framework (Kim et al.: 2003:5). This 

was done both in order to further substantiate the relationships between existing 

constructs within the framework, but also to introduce new constructs and verify their 

respective effect and position within the framework. While many of the revisions and 

additions are interesting, they have not been deemed sufficiently relevant to the scope of 

the thesis to justify inclusion. 

 In summary, conversely to drive theory, the ECT proposes that behavior is more likely to 

be “pulled” by expectations of achieving some desirable outcome rather than being 

“pushed” by a need and the accompanying tension. Furthermore, ECT explains what drives 

consumers to choose one product over another; the expectation of a more desirable or 
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positive outcome. Moreover, ECT suggests that negative disconfirmation has a negative 

impact on repurchase intention; making repurchase less likely to occur. Now that all of the 

theory has been reviewed, we move on to describe the industry that the thesis is 

concerned with. 

 

3. The Western PC games industry 

 Within this section, the industry is first defined and the role of mobile games assigned. 

Afterwards, a brief description of the industry structure is featured. 

3.1 Defining the industry 

 In defining and describing the Western PC games industry, in accordance with PFF, various 

elements of the industry structure will be explained in order to give some degree of insight 

into the industry, however, a full-fledged industry analysis will not take place. It has to be 

kept in mind that what this thesis is interested in is not overall state of competition within 

the Western PC games industry, but rather the effect of mobile games hereon. However, 

as mentioned ealier, the definition of the boundaries of the industry must be supported by 

solid argumentation in respect to the geographic scope as well as the scope of the product. 

 As for the geographic scope, the thesis limits the industry to only include the Western 

markets of North America and Europe. One could protest this notion as competition in the 

PC games industry does take place on a global scale; with many PC game products being 

sold all over the world to mostly the same kinds of consumers. However, stark differences 

exist in the behavioral characteristics of consumers in various parts of the world; for 

example, Asians tend to play certain genres more than in the West which has led to a wide 

array of games available that are not targeted at Western consumers at all (TechinAsia: 

2015; Gamefaqs: 2012). Thus, differences in tastes and culture have a noticeable effect on 

consumption behavior among consumers located outside the Western markets; further 

accentuated by vast differences in purchasing power which affects price-sensitivity. One 
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implication of this is that results of any consumer study undertaken in the West will most 

likely not be applicable to consumers in the rest of the world. These differences have also 

spawned other competitors than those present in the West, and the competitive 

landscape outside the defined geography is thereby deemed sufficiently different to justify 

limiting the geographic scope of the industry to North America and Europe. 

Regarding the scope of the product, it could be somewhat feasible to look at the industry 

from a wider perspective and include all video games, but this entails a risk of neglecting 

some of the nuances and differences between the various platforms facilitating video 

game consumption. Dedicated video game consoles could arguably be labelled as the 

closest relative of PC games since a lot of identical game titles are released on both the 

console and PC platform; however, still a great difference exist in the way these games are 

played, and the user experience derived from either a computer screen or a TV. Similarly, 

widening the perspective even further by looking at the “entertainment industry” as a 

whole only amplifies this complex of problems and is certainly not feasible. 

 Also, the thesis is delimited from taking into account casual flash and browser games as 

stated in the delimitations section 1.3, but these kinds of games could be argued to cater 

to a different audience from other traditional PC games. And the notion that such browser 

games should be considered more as mobile games is cemented by the fact that the game 

Candy Crush Saga features as a top grossing product in both mobile and social (browser) 

game categories for January 2016 (SuperData: 2016) which underscores the close relation 

between these products. 

 Most important to this thesis is the boundary between PC games and mobile games; and 

whether it is appropriate to consider the two as separate industries. It was concluded 

earlier that if the differences are either large or the differences pertain to more than one 

part of the industry structure, the industries in question should be regarded as separate 

entities. In this context, the differences in the respective industry structures for PC and 
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mobile games could be argued to be sufficient to justify separation of the two as will be 

clarified in the following. 

 Firstly, it is somewhat hard to substantiate the differences in the threat of substitutes for 

the two products without going into great detail to do so, but generally, while the 

substitute products in both cases are mostly the same; the severity of the threat which 

potential substitute products pose can be presumed to vary for the two products. 

Similarly, while the suppliers in both cases are the same for the most part (especially in the 

case of hardware suppliers); certain variances do exist when it comes to the software 

supplied as PC games require vastly different graphic engines and infrastructure from 

mobile games in order to be produced. The buyer groups of the two products also overlap; 

however, the buyer group of mobile games encompasses a much wider demographic 

composition (The Guardian: 2014; Boston Globe: 2012), and the buyer groups thereby 

differ to a certain extent.  

 The barriers to entry in the two compared industries also differ; however, less so now 

than ever before. Back when mobile games first started to flourish; entry barriers were 

very low due to the fact that there were yet no economies of scale which also meant that 

the capital requirements for entry were also lower. Moreover, all competitors were equally 

disadvantaged by the fact that no one had any real production experience with this type of 

product. These things have changed by now, however, as producers have gained more 

experience in production and larger corporate entities have entered the mobile games 

market which has led to economies of scale that has presumably prompted an increase in 

capital requirements for entry. Thus, these sources of competitive pressure do entail 

somewhat high barriers to entry, but they are also mitigated by the unwavering equal 

access to distribution channels through the various mobile app stores; although with an 

increasing amount of product releases, the clutter within these stores is also increasing. 

This could be hypothesized to counteract the “equal access” in that new releases 

disappear from the front pages of stores much faster and promoted products gain a 
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relatively higher amount of exposure. Comparing it to the PC games industry, this part of 

the industry structure does seem more alike than any other part. 

 Furthermore, regarding the rivals for each of the respective products; it should be stated 

that the rival companies in each of the two product categories are different for the most 

part. However, it was just touched upon how larger corporate entities have made their 

way into the mobile games market, and among these are two of the big players in the PC 

games industry; EA and Activision Blizzard (SuperData: 2016; App Annie: 2016:41). These 

are some of the absolute heavyweights in the PC games industry; and they are also some 

of the only ones to make the transition into mobile games. The entry of these two players 

has also shifted the competitive landscape of the mobile games industry. Whereas before 

their entry most rivals were approximately equal in size; now it is has become a much 

more unequal battle for market share. Comparing this to the PC games industry, although 

the nature of the rivalry does seem more alike as time goes by, the amount and sizes of 

rivals varies a great deal in each of the two product categories; with PC game developers 

being on a much more unequal standing due to the great number of rivals that are very 

unequal in size and consequent power and capabilities. As such, the rivalry also differs 

which further stresses the need to view the industries in a separated manner. 

 The last thing that will be included in the deliberation of defining the industry is the 

complementary products. While this matter is not an actual part of the PFF, Porter does 

stress the need to consider these products when they “affect the overall demand for an 

industry’s product” (Porter: 2008:86). In this context, it is very clear that consumption of PC 

and mobile games is facilitated by completely different complementary products.  

 While PC gamers have to invest an arguably large amount of capital in order to play; 

mobile gamers need to invest less capital in order to do so. Not only is a smartphone 

cheaper than a PC; it is also more readily available. The improvements in smartphone 

technology which has led to a stark increase in the use of smartphones entails that most 

consumers already do possess a smartphone. Most consumers thus have the means to 
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play mobile games; before even considering playing mobile games. This substantial 

difference in complementary products facilitating consumption, again, underscores the 

need to view the two compared products, PC and mobile games, as belonging to separate 

industries which would entail that the role of mobile games in the PC games industry 

structure would be that of a substitute threat.  

 As Porter himself put it; the most common causes for substitute threats to arise are 

improvements in technology which create new substitutes along with increased availability 

or improved performance of complementary products (Porter: 2008:88) which is exactly 

the case for mobile games. Especially when a substitute product is “enjoying steady 

improvements in price-performance trade-off with the industry’s product” and “would 

entail minimal switching costs for prospective buyers” (Porter: 1980:38); potentially 

threatened companies should stay vigilant. 

 A wide range of differences in various parts of the industry structures for PC games and 

mobile games have hereby been identified. The concluded differences in the forces thus 

causes variances in the competitive pressure asserted on each of the industries which 

underpins why there is a need to regard PC and mobile games as separate industries.  

 

3.2 Second partial conclusion 

 Hereby, the boundaries of the Western PC games industry were defined in accordance 

with the geographic scope and the scope of products. By simultaneously providing a 

perspective on the industry’s relation to mobile games products, it was concluded that due 

to the vast differences in all parts of the industry structure for the respective products, PC 

games and mobile games are best considered as belonging to separate industries. Thus, 

since mobile games should not be regarded as being in direct competition with PC games 

products; they must be regarded as a substitute threat. This brings an answer to the 

second of the thesis’ sub-questions: “What is the role of mobile games in regard to the 
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determinants of competition within the Western PC games industry?” to which the answer 

is: The role of mobile games is that of a substitute product which constitutes a threat to 

the profitability of the PC games industry. 

 

3.3 Describing the industry 

 Now that the boundaries of the industry have been defined, the industry structure will be 

described further. The matter was also addressed partly in the last section, and it should 

be noted that the description will be rather brief due to the scope of the thesis. However, 

the author acknowledges the fact that a bit of context has to be provided in order to put 

into perspective the final conclusion of the thesis. This time around, the industry structure 

will be described in another order as there is not set (and right) order to view each part of 

the structure in. 

 

3.3.1 Rivalry among existing competitors 

 Competition among PC game development companies is characterized by monopolistic 

competition as there are a lot of providers and many differentiated products in the 

marketplace (Andersen et al.: 2009:221). The providers are of varying sizes, but generally, 

a lot of large companies are to be found. All things equal, this impedes the chances of 

success for smaller companies. This is, however, alleviated by the stark degree of 

differentiation between products due to the “entertainment nature” of the products; each 

product catering to different needs and wants of consumers or different consumer 

segments entirely. Moreover, the growth rate is acceptable; with PC games accruing an 8% 

growth rate on a global scale in 2014 to a total value of 27.1Bn dollars1 (Newzoo: 

2015a:13). Also, it is not far-fetched to assume that the fixed costs are not especially high 

in comparison to other non-related industries. Programming is what makes these products 

                                                   
1 Regional figures are not readily available, unfortunately. 
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what they are, and programming relies on manpower and the competencies of employees, 

and the bulk of costs could hereby be suggested to pertain to recruitment of personnel. 

These considerations could lead to the conclusion that the rivalry among existing 

competitors is intense; however, the impact on profitability is mitigated by the growth rate 

and differentiation of products which lets the companies have more influence on pricing. 

 

3.3.2 Threat of new entrants 

 As already touched upon, economies of scale do exist; and thus, some industry giants can 

leverage their financial strength against weaker opponents. While spreading out fixed 

costs is not a noticeable element in the industry; employing vast amounts of resources in 

advertising and luring in the best and the brightest of employees by means of economic 

bait is the way in which larger companies leverage their financial strength and enhance 

production advantages. Capital requirements could be argued to be dependent on the 

degree of differentiation of the product which a new entrant is able to offer as the use of 

word of mouth for advertisement is a widespread and efficient practice due to the vast 

number of online gaming communities. Thus, a differentiated product will yield a greater 

chance of success in regard to “free” advertisement as consumers are given something 

new to talk about. Lastly, the increasing trend of sales moving to digital distribution 

channels also brings about a more equal access to distribution channels; facilitating entry 

by new players. Thus, the threat of new entrants is arguably significant; although new 

entrants stand a much better chance if they are able to offer products that are perceived 

as “new” and “innovative” by consumers. 

 

3.3.3 Bargaining power of suppliers 

 The supplier group consists of a wide range of companies; but presumably not a much 

greater number than that of existing competitors in the industry. The suppliers could be 
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categorized into two particular groups; those that supply hardware and those that supply 

software. Generally, hardware suppliers are a much more concentrated group; letting 

them have more influence on the prices they charge which in turn asserts greater pressure 

on profitability within the industry. Software suppliers are much more fragmented and a 

lot of the products offered by these companies are not differentiated greatly. This entails 

more competition among software suppliers; yielding less of a pressure on the profitability 

of the PC games industry. Furthermore, while not exactly the case for hardware suppliers; 

parts of the software-side of suppliers are very much dependent on the industry for a 

significant part of its revenues, as in the case of graphic engine providers, which reduces 

the bargaining power of these companies. Hereby, the collective bargaining power of 

suppliers could be argued to be rather low; with the exception of certain hardware 

suppliers that may be in a position to charge a premium for their products.  

 

3.3.4 Bargaining power of buyers 

 Within the industry in question, the buyer group consists mostly of consumers as the days 

of computer cafés are mostly behind us in the West. The consumers are numerous, and 

the products offered in the marketplace are extremely differentiated; thus deducting from 

the buyers’ bargaining power. However, this is counteracted by the very low switching 

costs incurred by from changing products as well as the young demographic of the 

majority of buyers (DFC Intelligence: 2015b:2; Gamesindustry: 2012) which presumably 

entails significant price-sensitivity due to these buyers’ limited disposable income. These 

considerations amount to the assessment that buyers have significant bargaining power 

which asserts noticeable pressure on industry profitability. Further characteristics of 

buyers will be addressed in the forthcoming section 4.2.1 about the research population. 
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3.3.5 Threat of substitutes 

 As the last part of the industry structure, the matter of substitute products is now tackled. 

This subject is next to impossible to deal with exhaustively due to the enormous amount of 

potential substitute products available. The industry in question provides products for 

amusement and entertainment; thus, keeping consumers entertained is essentially their 

function. Taking into account the young demographic composition of buyers, a near 

endless range of potential substitute products which provide entertainment is available to 

these consumers. These could be either somewhat related such as mobile games or 

console games or entirely different products such as video products, books, sports and so 

on and so forth. In this day and age, temptations are everywhere; temptations that may 

have a parasitic effect on the PC games industry by absorbing either time or parts of the 

disposable income of consumers. Every potential substitute product constitutes a different 

degree of threat to the industry and must therefore be analyzed individually. However, the 

fast-paced lifestyle and fleeting attention of young consumers suggests that when it comes 

to entertainment products; the general threat posed by substitute products to the PC 

games industry is surely significant and ever-present. 

 

3.3.6 Industry structure summary 

 Each of the forces asserting pressure on the industry contains elements whose influences 

vary in their significance and even counteract each other. In summing up each of the five 

forces, they can be roughly grouped into two categories: The forces that do not have a 

significantly negative impact on industry profitability, and the ones that do.  

 While the rivalry among existing competitors was assessed to be high; it is mitigated by 

the high growth rate and great differentiation of products. Combined with the generally 

low bargaining power of suppliers; this yields less pressure on industry profitability as 

competitors can influence pricing decisions, and suppliers take a lesser “piece of the pie”. 
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 On the other hand, the threat of new entrants was assessed to be significant; meaning 

that competitors’ ability to set prices is restricted. This is furthermore accentuated by the 

significant threat that potential substitute products pose which also limits competitors’ 

room for manoeuvre when it comes to pricing. Finally, buyers were assessed to possess 

great bargaining power which also puts downward pressure on prices. It can thus be 

argued that while rivalry among competitors is not necessarily fierce and that suppliers 

cannot be presumed to hog an “unfair” share of profitability; the threat of new entrants 

and potential substitute products along with the buyers’ significant bargaining power 

suggest that prices are being pulled down; resulting in great value-for-money product 

offers. Hereby, industry profitability is arguably sound; but varies a great deal among 

companies as company profitability hinges on the perceived differentiation of a product. 

 

4. The effect of mobile games 

 At long last we have reached the point where the actual effect of mobile games on the 

Western PC games industry will be analyzed. As earlier defined through the PFF 

framework, this requires an analysis of four sources of competitive pressure. Thus, the 

current section 4 begins by examining the two sources that can be determined by means 

of secondary data. Afterwards, the two remaining sources which can only be analyzed 

through primary data will be dealt with; however, this entails a need to, first, account for 

the survey study used to obtain the necessary data.  

 

4.1 Switching costs & substitute price 

 As uncovered in the review of the PFF framework in section 2; determining the severity of 

the threat posed by mobile games and its effect on the Western PC games industry 

requires an analysis of a total of four sources of competitive pressure: Buyers’ switching 

costs, the relative price of the substitute product, buyer propensity to substitute, and the 
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relative performance and quality of the substitute product of which the former two 

sources will be analyzed in the following. 

 Firstly, switching costs not only pertain to the economic costs PC gamers incur from 

substituting; it also encompasses the ease of substitution which manifests itself in the 

availability of mobile games; however, first things first. For a PC gamer to substitute part of 

his or her PC games consumption for mobile games would require the person to initially 

acquire a complementary product; either a smartphone or a tablet. This can constitute a 

rather large economic cost, however, the price of these complementary products have 

been decreasing quite substantially in recent years; making smartphones available to 

bigger parts of the general population. At this point in time, at least two thirds of all 

Americans own a smartphone of some kind; compared to 35% in 2011, and ownership is 

even higher among younger people (Pew Research: 2015) who are simultaneously also 

more likely to be PC gamers. Assuming that the numbers are approximately the same in 

Europe, a vast majority of the PC gamers in question already possess the complementary 

product necessary for substitution to occur. This means that while one could argue that 

having to buy a smartphone in order to substitute does entail a high economic cost; PC 

gamers are arguably very likely to already own a smartphone (or tablet); hereby nullifying 

this supposed economic cost.  

 Switching costs also concern another element; the ease of substitution. It was just inferred 

that a majority of PC gamers are likely to own a smartphone; and the nature of this 

complementary product means that consumers probably have it on their person most of 

the time; carrying it around in a pocket all day, every day. As such, the complementary 

product – the facilitator of substitution – is always readily available; it simply has to be 

pulled out from the pocket and the consumer is all set and ready to “substitute”.  

 Looking at the number of mobile games available also reveals a frightening statistic. In the 

last six months of 2015 a total of 89,189 new games were submitted to the Itunes App 

Store alone which amounts to an average of 14,864 new games submitted per month 
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(Pocketgamer: 2016). Assuming that the numbers are approximately the same for the 

Google Play Store for Android devices, the supply of mobile games is absolutely staggering 

and leaves little doubt that there are games suiting nearly everyone’s personal taste.  

 Thus, since a vast majority of PC gamers already own a phone, and since there is a huge 

selection of mobile games available in all price categories (even free ones); combined with 

the fact that PC gamers – and all consumers in general – do not have to spend much time 

or effort in obtaining and playing mobiles games makes substitution easy and switching 

costs low which, in turn, entails that the threat of the substitute product is high. 

 The price of mobile games relative to PC games is a more straight forward matter. Mobile 

games come in all price categories; with a large amount of them being free-to-play. While 

no specific data on mobile games pricing is available; if the general app pricing in Apple 

App Store is indicative, the amount of free games could be as much as 90% of all games 

(Flurry Insights: 2013). Another proportion is split between the five set, lower price tiers 

between 0.99-4.99 dollars (Gamesinflames: 2013). Finally, games with a price of more than 

5 dollars are considered premium games and can cost upwards of 16 dollars (Tabtimes: 

2014). Very few mobile games cost this much, but there are examples of even higher prices 

such as Deduce: Grandmaster Edition with a 200 dollar price tag (Androidauthority: 2014). 

While free-to-play games also exist for PC, these are likely not as numerous as free mobile 

games. Generally, prices of PC games could be presumed to span a wider range; with a 

larger amount of games placed in higher pricing brackets relative to mobile games. 20-30 

dollars for a PC games is not uncommon, and premium PC games often cost as much as 60 

dollars (Steam store: 2016). Hereby, the relative price of mobile games could be 

considered to be much lower in most cases which, also, entails a high threat of 

substitution. To gain an overview and keep track of the results, let us make use of a table 

(next page).  
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 Risk rating 

Analysis criteria High Medium Low 

Switching costs X   

Relative price X   

Propensity to substitute    

Relative performance and quality    

Figure 3: Risk rating table 

 

4.2 The survey: Behavior and attitudes of PC gamers 

 Now that the switching costs as well as the relative price of mobile games have been 

clarified by means of secondary data; the buyer propensity to substitute and the relative 

performance and quality of mobile games must be analyzed by way of primary data. For 

this purpose a survey study was conducted as will be explained in the forthcoming 

sections. Initially, the research population is defined and certain characteristics of the 

population outlined. Hereafter, the sampling frame and method is explained followed by a 

section dedicated to the development of the survey. Next, some critique of the survey 

methodology along with a discussion of the drop-out rate and results is featured. Lastly, 

section 4 contains the analysis of the data obtained as well as a discussion hereof. 

 

4.2.1 Research population 

 Firstly, when conducting any kind of study, the research population has to be defined. 

Especially in instances where there is no sampling frame readily available; it is of the 

utmost importance to identify certain characteristics of the research population in order to 

know whether the sample is representative of the population. As explained earlier, the 

thesis is delimited from taking into account PC games that require an absolute minimum of 

hardware such as the casual (flash and browser) games which should be regarded as more 
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closely related to the mobile games industry than the defined PC games industry. This is 

important in relation to the definition of the research population which will begin by 

estimating the size of the population after which common characteristics will be described. 

 Regarding the size of the defined research population of PC gamers, no numbers on the 

exact size of this group of consumers in North America and Europe are available; however, 

we can infer an approximate size from a variety of other data; and because there are 

certain differences between these American and European consumers, the calculation has 

to be split up. Furthermore, all numbers used in the following calculation are approximate 

numbers. 

 Starting with the US, 59% of all Americans purportedly play (any kind of) video games 

(ESA: 2014:2). With approx. 320 million Americans; this yields 188 million consumers 

playing video games. Of all these video gamers, about 51% play games on a PC (Superdata: 

2013) which yields 96 million. Now, some data also suggest that a majority (56%) of these 

PC gamers only ever play casual games2 (NPD Group: 2014) and should therefore not be 

included in the research population of this study. Thus, only 44% of all PC gamers are of 

interest; yielding a final amount of approximately 42 million American consumers. 

 As for the European part of the research population, the amount of people who play PC 

games within each of the national populations vary a lot, but on average it is generally 

about the same as in the US. While 18% in Spain and 24% in the UK play PC games; 41% in 

Germany and 43% in France do so (ISFE: 2015:1). Thus, a rough estimate could be that, on 

average, 30% of the total European population play PC games; with generally more in 

Western/Northern Europe and less in Eastern/Southern Europe. From a total European 

population of 740 million; this yields 222 million who play PC games. Again, taking into 

account that only 44% of these PC gamers are of interest; we get a final amount of 97.5 

                                                   
2 The research population of the study consisted solely of US consumers, but this thesis also applies the findings to 
European consumers. 
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million European consumers. Adding the American population; the total size of the whole 

research population in North America and Europe is approximately 139.5 million souls. 

 Now that the approximate size of the population has been estimated, certain 

demographic characteristics of the population will be accounted for. This facilitates the 

assessment of the representativeness of the sample used in the author’s study. When 

looking at the overall amount of PC gamers, this group of consumers has a roughly equal 

gender distribution (NPD: 2014), however, as mentioned before; only 44% of these PC 

gamers are of interest to the author’s study. In this context, data suggests that while 

females do play certain games on a PC, they mostly play the aforementioned casual games; 

and conversely, the majority of consumers playing other games than casual games are 

males (NPD: 2014). In fact, some data suggest that for a great number of the products that 

this thesis is concerned with; the customer base is comprised of a 90% male demographic 

(DFC Intelligence: 2015b:2); with some studies showing as much as 96% being males (DFC 

Intelligence: 2014), and this has purportedly not changed much in the past 20 years (DFC 

Intelligence: 2015b:2). 

 Furthermore, a majority of the population is between the ages 12-30 according to David 

Cole3 (Gamesindustry: 2012). Expanding upon that, in a DFC study conducted through the 

digital games distribution platform RAPTR featuring approximately 14.000 respondents; 

results showed that 77% of respondents were under the age of 34 and 64% of respondents 

were between the ages 18-34 (DFC Intelligence: 2014). As for how these consumers play; 

90% of respondents reported to play games on a desktop computer and 30% play games 

on a laptop (DFC Intelligence: 2014). What is also a noteworthy characteristic of the 

population is the fact that at least 62% of gamers can be expected to play games with 

others, either in person or online (ESA: 2014:6).  

 These listed data on the demographic composition of the research population will aid in 

assessing whether the sample obtained in this thesis’ study is in fact representative. 
                                                   
3 CEO of DFC Intelligence. 
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However, one last thing is worth mentioning in respect to the population of PC gamers: 

With the increasing amount of free-to-play PC games which rely on a new business model 

as described in the introduction of the thesis; non-paying gamers should not be regarded 

entirely as free-riders that provide no value to a company or product. On the contrary, 

such non-paying gamers are also able to add value even if they do not spend money on or 

in the game itself. Firstly, they add to the size of a player base; hereby enhancing the 

potentially derivable value obtained from advertisements by other (unrelated) companies. 

Secondly, these players can show their appreciation of a product in other ways such as 

promoting the game outside the game-specific communities (cross promotion), producing 

community content which strengthens customer engagement in a given product, or by 

purchasing merchandise. Thirdly and most importantly, they have the ability to bring in 

new users. To exemplify this, imagine that a company has 100 non-paying users who on 

average convert a new user 50% of the time during the period they play the game; this 

would yield 50 new users. If the company then on average has a conversion rate of 5%; this 

would yield 2.5 new paying users. Thus, if the lifetime value of a company’s customers is, 

i.e., 20 dollars; the company has gained an additional value of 50 dollars on the basis of 

these non-paying gamers. What this underscores is the fact that paying customers are not 

the only users who are of interest to the industry; non-paying gamers are also able to 

provide value through indirect means. Moreover, monetary spending is not the only 

parameter of interest; increasingly, gamers’ time spent playing is a token of value in itself.  

 

4.2.2 Sampling 

 As clarified at an earlier point in the methodology section (1.2), the size of the population 

rendered the use of a probability sampling method impossible. Moreover, a list of 

potential respondents was unavailable which led to the decision to use (nonprobability) 

convenience sampling. One convenience sampling strategy is to advertise the survey on 

online message boards and discussion fora (Sue & Ritter: 2007:32) which was the approach 
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that was opted for. Thus, a number of gaming-related online communities of various sizes 

were identified and assessed to be appropriate places for advertising the survey. As these 

community locations as well as the survey itself are both concerned with the subject of PC 

gaming; potential respondents should be motivated to complete the survey as they can be 

expected to take an interest in the topic (Sue & Ritter: 2007:91). However, certain 

disadvantages of this approach also came into play when conducting the study. One 

problem was the required cooperation from other organizations when looking to post the 

survey on their web sites (Sue & Ritter: 2007:91) which manifested itself in a number of 

rejections from various communities. Additionally, the fact that it “takes longer to obtain 

the desired sample size” and that the researcher “may obtain a lower sample size” (Sue & 

Ritter: 2007:91) were also issues that made themselves felt. 

 The initial goal for the sample size of the study was set at 1000 respondents. The 

magnitude of this goal was due to the earlier mentioned advice when dealing with 

nonprobability samples and subsamples from very large populations (Sue & Ritter: 

2007:34). Thus, because of the huge size of the population, the intended segmentation of 

PC gamers entails a need for every sub-segment to consist of 500 respondents each. While 

it was definitely the author’s wish to fulfil this requirement; a sample size of 2000-3000 

respondents seemed unreasonable and unattainable.  

 Most important to the task of obtaining respondents was the forum platform Reddit 

which consists of a wide array of sub-fora; also known as subreddits. Each subreddit is 

concerned with a specific subject, and a number of subreddits deal with PC gaming-related 

topics. These fora are designed in such a way that members either up-vote or down-vote 

posted topics, or threads, which entails that topics which do not capture the interest of 

members are quickly removed from the front-page and hereby get less exposure. 

Unfortunately, this was the case for the survey promotion of this study; resulting in fewer 

acquired respondents than what was desired.  
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 There are several reasons for the choice of the Reddit platform. First off, the single most 

widespread interest of Reddit users is gaming (Similarweb: 2016) which in itself could be 

argued to be reason enough. Additionally, the user base consists largely of young males 

(Pew Research Center: 2013:2); with some data suggesting that 66% are males (Ignite 

Social Media: 2012); although this is presumably higher within the subreddits in question. 

Moreover, 60% are under the age of 34; with 30% between ages 18-24 (Ignite Social 

Media: 2012). Finally, 45% of users are from the US, 7% are from the UK while Germany, 

Sweden, and Norway also ranks high (Similarweb: 2016; Ignite Social Media: 2012). 

 Initially, in order to gain access to the communities and permission to advertise the survey 

in the respective places, moderators of all of the communities were contacted in advance. 

At first, the author gained access to the four subreddits listed below, but was rejected by 

two others; “games” and “gaming”, which led to the decision to identify and approach a 

few more online locations. Again, the author was rejected in a number of places4, but 

access was gained to three additional communities; Adventure gamers, AVforums, and 

Videogamer which were all presumed to have the same approximate demographic 

composition as the subreddits. In regard to the further three communities, survey 

promotion was placed in PC-related sub-fora. For the same reason, in these cases the 

amount of users exposed to the survey promotion is very hard to estimate. The subreddits, 

however, have the following sizes; although it should be noted that not all members of the 

communities would have been exposed to the survey promotion: 

Reddit community Amount of members Day of advertising 

/r/pcmasterrace 480k Friday 

/r/pcgaming 171k Thursday 

/r/steam 242k Saturday 

/r/samplesize 33k Saturday 

Figure 4: Subreddit names, sizes and day of survey advertisement. 

                                                   
4 Neogaf, Gamespot, Steam forums, Tom’s hardware, and Gamefaqs. 
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 As is also evident from the table above, the survey was advertised at different days of the 

week according to the amount of traffic on each subreddit which was analyzed by means 

of the website redditlater5. Aside from deducing the most appropriate weekday, this 

analysis also allowed for the survey to be advertised at the most appropriate time of day. 

One inherent flaw of this sampling frame is that it could be suspected of containing a 

disproportionate amount of highly engaged PC gamers. Members of the communities that 

were approached already show what could be termed an above-average interest in that 

they choose spend their time discussing PC games. This flaw could cause the sample to be 

unrepresentative of the research population, however, when taking into account the 

context of this study; less engaged gamers would be much more difficult to reach. 

 

4.2.3 Developing the survey 

 Now that the research population and sampling method have been accounted for; this 

section will deal with the reflections made ahead of conducting the survey; including 

considerations on the questionnaire design and survey questions. 

4.2.3.1 Prior considerations 

  One of the overarching goals when constructing and conducting a survey, apart from 

actually obtaining the right data in the right way, is to give the best possible prerequisites 

for obtaining a high response rate. This is especially important in the given context as the 

survey study is carried out without offering potential respondents some form of reward. 

When a material incentive is not offered; one relies on the good will of people in the 

mission to attract respondents (Sue & Ritter: 2007:95). It is therefore essential when 

developing the survey itself along with the survey promotion that one continuously keeps 

in mind what should be done in order to enhance the response rate as much as possible.  

                                                   
5 https://www.redditlater.com/analysis/ 

https://www.redditlater.com/analysis/
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 It is also worth noting that the survey software used, SurveyXact, has what could be 

considered a flaw since a contingency question cannot be placed on the same page as the 

question it validates access to without causing a big, red warning notification to pop up on 

respondents’ screen. This notification informs the respondent of “an entry error”, and due 

to its design the warning could be presumed to cause nonresponse error and increase 

drop-out rate. This was taken into account when deciding on the survey structure which 

will, among other things, be elaborated on in the following section. 

 

4.2.3.2 Survey promotion 

 What will now be addressed are the various considerations pertaining to obtaining 

responses, approaching the communities, and improving the response rates from outside 

of the questionnaire. 

 The survey was initially advertised and opened up for respondents within the subreddit 

communities on November 28th 2015, and responses were intended to be obtained during 

the course of one month. However, due to a lack of responses the active period of the 

survey was extended as other online communities were approached; lasting until January 

14th 2016.  

 When advertising the survey in the respective communities, respondents were informed 

of the purpose of the survey in the survey promotion (appendix A2) with the purpose of 

increasing the response rate. Moreover, respondents were informed that “the survey only 

takes 3 minutes to complete” which should also increase response rate; and that earlier 

data entries could not be adjusted once the respondent continued to the next survey page 

or finished the questionnaire which could improve the reliability of the data due to the use 

of contingency questions. Additionally, respondents were reminded that “their responses 

will be kept confidential” which also improves the response rate (Sue & Ritter: 2007:36). 

Lastly, in order to not have quarrels with the legality of the study – mostly relevant in 
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regard to American survey laws – minors were asked to take the survey under the 

supervision of or with consent from their legal guardian.  

 Members of online communities may find it inappropriate or offensive to advertise 

surveys within their given communities (Sue & Ritter: 2007:32), however, this tendency 

could be hypothesized to be somewhat possible to counteract if the researcher is 

perceived as being a part of the community. For that reason, the request for permission 

from moderators – or the gate keepers – of the communities to advertise the survey 

(appendix A1); as well as when approaching the communities themselves (appendix A2), 

the fact that author is “a long time gamer” was emphasized in order to create a perceived 

link between the author and the communities; hereby making the author seem like less of 

a stranger or outsider. Furthermore, the survey promotion included “appeals to 

respondents’ self-interest” (Sue & Ritter: 2007:36) by highlighting how respondents really 

help the author by participating. This trick for improving response rates is rooted in 

behavioral theory related to self-perception and cognitive dissonance. Cognitive 

dissonance “can occur when our behaviors do not match our cognitions” (Sue & Ritter: 

2007:97); thus, if a respondent perceives himself or herself as a helpful person, and the 

survey promotion mentions that respondents will be helping the researcher; the 

respondent will have to participate in order to not experience such dissonance. In other 

words, by participating the respondents reduce the disparity between their self-perception 

and their actual behavior; however, this is only the case for some people. 

 

4.2.3.3 Questionnaire design 

 The response rate is not only improved from outside the survey; it can also be improved 

by the design of the questionnaire itself. Generally, the questionnaire should be kept “as 

simple as possible so that they load quickly and without error on web browsers” (Sue & 

Ritter: 2007:36); and for this reason the questionnaire was preemptively tested on various 

browsers to ensure compatibility.  
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 The first page of the survey combined a “welcome screen” with the first and easy 

question. As it is advised, this question was kept short and simple in order to not deter 

respondents and make them exit the survey prematurely (Sue & Ritter: 2007:62); and the 

question thus asked respondents if they had played PC games within the past 2 years.  

 On each page the survey provided instructions by informing respondents of the subjects 

of the questions to come. Moreover, a progress bar was visible at the bottom of each 

survey page as “navigational guideposts assist the respondent in completing the survey 

without getting discouraged or lost” (Sue & Ritter: 2007:79). Once finishing the survey, 

respondents were directed to a “thank you-page”. As for the background of the 

questionnaire, a picture of a “peaceful forest setting” was opted for. Intended to soothe 

respondents; its pale blue hue was deemed nonintrusive. The questionnaire was only 

worded in English as all of the communities approached were English-speaking 

communities. Moreover, apart from the Americans, a substantial part of the European part 

of the population of PC gamers was expected to possess adequate English skills. 

 One of the big advantages of using internet surveys is the possibility to ask contingency 

questions (eligibility criteria); meaning that questions that are irrelevant to some 

respondents are skipped (Sue & Ritter: 2007:106). This was exploited and, in combination 

with the earlier mentioned problem of SurveyXact, is the reason for spreading the survey 

questions over four pages since the survey contains three contingency questions. Thus, the 

survey structure is sort of funnel-shaped; facilitating a gradual exclusion of respondent on 

the basis of respondents’ reported behavior. 

 The survey has a total of five pages with the last one being a “thank you-page”. The first 

question on the first page of the survey is a dichotomous contingency question which 

validates access to the rest of the survey by asking if the respondent has “played PC games 

within the past 2 years?” (C1-PC). If respondents answer “no” they will excluded from the 

rest of the survey since they are not PC gamers as defined by the author. However, if they 

answer “yes”, they gain access to the second contingency question on page two; “do you 
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play mobile games?” as well as six demographic and four PC gaming-related behavioral 

questions on page three.  

 The second contingency question on page two (C2-MG) – provided that respondents do 

play mobile games – validates access to a third contingency question on page three; “have 

you spent money on mobile games?” along with all of page four of the survey containing 11 

behavioral questions. Finally, the third contingency question on page three (C3-MG) – if 

respondents have spent money on mobile games – validates access to two further 

questions on page four related to monetary spending on mobile games. Hereby, it is 

assured that no respondents are posed questions that are irrelevant to them which would 

be a source of error in the study. Fret not; for the sake of clarity the whole survey structure 

is depicted below with the contingency questions labelled C1-2-3, respectively. All of the 

remaining questions along with their purpose will be addressed in the following section. 

 

Figure 2: The questionnaire design 

 

4.2.3.4 Survey questions 

 As stated earlier, the purpose of the survey as a whole is to analyze the remaining two 

sources of competitive pressure asserted by mobile games on the Western PC games 

industry: Buyer propensity to substitute and the relative performance and quality of 

mobile games. As will be argued in the following, both of these require a clarification of 

various different elements, or perspectives, of PC gamers’ consumption of mobile games. 
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Hereby, four elements pertaining to each of the two sources are argued to be worth 

shedding light on. The survey questions will be reviewed according to the way they fit into 

the two remaining sources, and the buyer propensity to substitute will be tackled first. 

Generally, the survey questions were sought to be kept clear and unambiguous (Sue & 

Ritter: 2007:106) and the phrasings “self-explanatory, easy to understand, (and) free of 

jargon” (Sue & Ritter: 2007:39). All of the survey questions along with their accompanying 

response categories are to be found in appendix B1: The questionnaire. 

 

4.2.3.4.1 Buyer propensity to substitute 

 In analyzing PC gamers propensity to substitute, the four perspectives deemed worthy of 

investigation are: The general prevalence and extent of usage of and monetary spending 

on mobile games; an identification of the (vulnerable) sub-segments most likely to play 

and spend money on mobile games, respectively; the extent to which the respective 

consumption contexts for PC and mobile games overlap; and consumers’ own perception 

of the impact of mobile games on their own PC games consumption. 

• The prevalence and extent of usage of and monetary spending on mobile games can 

be scrutinized by examining the following topics:  

- How many PC gamers play mobile games?  

- How many spend money on mobile games?  

- How much time and money do these PC gamers spend on mobile games? 

 The second contingency question (C2-MG), aside from validating access to further 

questions, serves the function of clarifying how big a proportion of PC gamers actually do 

play mobile games. Similarly, the purpose of the third contingency question (C3-MG) is to 

illuminate how many of these mobile games-playing PC gamers spend money on mobile 

games. As for the average amount of time and money invested in mobile games by mobile 

games-playing PC gamers, this is clarified by the questions of “how much money do you 
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spend on mobile games per month?” (MG-money) and “how much time do you spend 

playing mobile games per week?” (MG time); and the response categories have been 

aligned with the ones pertaining to PC games consumption (PC money & PC time).  

• An identification of the sub-segments most likely to play and spend money on mobile 

games is, naturally, achieved by looking at: 

- Which PC gamers are most prone to play mobile games?  

- Who are most likely to spend money on mobile games? 

 This is where all the segmentation-related questions on page three come into play. While 

the questions of age and gender also feature in order to deduce whether the acquired 

sample is representative of the population; the other demographic questions of education 

(Edu), income (Inc), region, and family status (F. Status) along with the behavioral 

questions of “which genre of PC games do you play the most?” (PC genre); “how much 

money do you spend on PC games per month?” (PC time); and “how much time do you 

spend playing PC games per week?” (PC money) is used to carve up the PC gamer 

population into smaller segments with common characteristics. Because it is sought to 

clarify what defines the PC gamers most prone to play and pay for mobile games, it has 

been deemed suitable to check each variable by itself which is the reason for the study’s 

use of bivariate analysis. 

• The extent to which the consumption contexts of PC and mobile games overlap. 

 It is quite reasonable to assume that PC gaming most often takes place at a gamer’s 

desktop computer within his own home, as it was earlier uncovered that as much as 90% 

of PC gamers use a desktop to play (DFC Intelligence: 2014). Thus, it is arguably redundant 

to measure where PC gamers play which is reflected in the questions used to explain this 

matter; by their sole focus on the consumption context of mobile games. Although it could 

be viewed as unnecessary, this matter is sought to be explained through two questions. 

Firstly, “in which places do you most often play mobile games?” (MG-CC) and “have you 
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ever played mobile games in situations where you could in fact have played PC games?” 

(MG-CC-PC). Hereby, aside from gaining information about where PC gamers play mobile 

games which can be compared against the fact that PC gaming mostly takes place at home; 

we also gain the consumers’ own perspective on whether they are ever tempted to play 

mobile games instead of PC games at home. If the consumption context of each of the 

products overlap, substitution is also arguably more likely to occur. 

• Consumers’ own perception of the impact of mobile games on their own PC games 

consumption which can pertain to both time and monetary spending. 

 While this data should not have a major influence on the estimation of buyer propensity 

to substitute as it relies on some very subjective perceptions; it has been deemed 

interesting to include such perceptions in the study anyway. Hereby, the questions “have 

you spent more or less time playing PC games since you started playing mobile games?” (E-

PC-T) and “have you spent more or less money on PC games since you started playing 

mobile games?” (E-PC-M) seeks to clarify the PC gamers’ perception of the effect of mobile 

games consumption on their time and monetary spending on PC games. Another reason 

for this data being very unreliable is because of cognitive dissonance. Since most 

respondents could be presumed to consider themselves as PC gamers first and foremost, it 

might cause dissonance if they have to admit that a consumption of mobile games has 

harmed their PC games consumption. 

 

4.2.3.4.2 The relative performance and quality of mobile games 

 The estimation of the relative performance and quality is also concerned with four 

perspectives hereon. These include the comparative social benefits provided by PC and 

mobile games of which three different benefits have been defined; the comparative 

intensity of the gratification PC gamers get from playing mobile games; the extent of 
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gratification provided by PC and mobile games, respectively; and lastly, the respective 

purchase satisfaction in the context of PC and mobile games purchases. 

• The comparative social benefits provided by PC and mobile games can be divided into 

three areas of whether PC gamers to an equal extent: 

- Talk to others about PC and mobile games. 

- Play PC and mobile games with friends, family, or acquaintances. 

- Have established new social relations through PC and mobile games. 

 The social aspects of gaming are also important. Humans are social creatures, and with an 

increasing amount of multiplayer games in addition to the fact that at least 62% of all 

gamers play with others (ESA: 2014:6); social interaction on the basis of games cannot be 

neglected; whether this interaction happens online or offline. The three defined social 

aspects are hereby sought to be examined by posing the questions: “Do you discuss either 

PC games or mobile games with other people? (Both offline and online)” (S-disc); “do you 

play with friends, family, and acquaintances (not including random online strangers) in 

either PC or mobile games?” (S-play); and lastly, “have you gotten to know new people 

through either PC or mobile games?” (S-KNP). The response categories for each of these 

questions have been constructed in the same way, and respondents are given six choices: 

Only PC games, mostly PC games, both in equal extent, mostly mobile games, only mobile 

games, or neither of the games. 

• The comparative intensity of gratification provided by PC and mobile games. 

 First of all, gratification is to be understood as how these consumers are being 

entertained. Both of the products in question are bought for the purpose of keeping the 

buyer entertained; and consumers buy these products because they derive some form of 

entertainment value from them. Naturally, there are various ways in which one could 

measure how people are entertained by the products, and consequently the kind of 

perceived emotional gratification they get from playing, but the author believes it is safe to 
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assume that consumers buy the products because it is in some way exciting to play. Thus, 

the intensity of gratification could be termed as “how entertained consumers are” when 

playing. Moreover, it is also safe to assume that people have a better gaming experience 

when they are winning. The pleasure derived from gaming often stems from the fact that 

one has achieved something or beaten someone; and this pleasure is what makes 

consumers keep coming back for more. This reasoning has led to the following phrasing of 

the survey question: “Do you ever get as excited by winning in mobile games as you by 

winning in PC games?” (Grat-INT). Thus, the question seeks to measure the comparative 

“pinnacle” of excitement offered by PC and mobile games which is a token of the 

perceived product differentiation based on the gaming experience. It hereby addresses the 

question of whether mobile games can be a substitute for PC games in the context of the 

stimuli offered. 

• The extent of gratification provided by PC and mobile games. 

 It has been deemed necessary to distinguish between “how entertained consumers are” 

(the intensity of gratification) and “how much entertainment the products contain” (the 

extent of gratification). Especially in light of the increasing amount of free-to-play games 

on both platforms, how long each of the products in question are able to keep consumers 

entertained is also an important matter. This is measured through the questions: “On 

average, approximately how long do you keep playing a PC game before losing interest in 

it?” (PC-G-E) and “on average, approximately how long do you keep playing mobile game 

before losing interest in it?” (MG-G-E). Of course, one could argue that the phrasing “losing 

interest” entails a risk of respondents perceiving this question differently somehow, but 

the author would argue that once you have lost interest in a game, you will most likely not 

play it anymore; and the entertainment “value” or “amount” has thereby been depleted. 
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• Purchase satisfaction from PC and mobile games purchases. 

 Purchase satisfaction could be argued to be a token of the price-performance ratio of the 

products, but it also takes into account the expectations of the consumer. It is a pretty 

straight forward matter, and the analysis will simply compare the responses to each of the 

two questions: “How satisfied were you with your purchase the last time you spent money 

on mobile games?” (MG-Psat) and “how satisfied were you with your purchase the last 

time you spent money on PC games?” (PC-Psat). The response option is a five point rating 

scale, and the instructions for answering are provided to respondents after each of the 

question formulations. With an eye to the earlier described ECT, purchase satisfaction also 

tells a story of repurchase intention and thus, how likely these PC gamers are to repeat 

their behavior. 

 Hereby, the reasoning behind, firstly, studying all of the aforementioned matters; 

secondly, including each of the questions in the survey; and thirdly, phrasing the questions 

in a given way has been addressed. Rooted in the preceding argumentation, the validity of 

the survey findings are assessed to be high. However, all perspectives should not carry 

equal weight as some are undoubtedly more important than others. Thus, the significance 

put on each of the perspectives relies on a rather subjective evaluation which is definitely a 

matter of debate; causing the validity to also be up for debate.  

 

4.2.4 Critique of the survey 

 The purpose of this section is to address some of the shortcomings of the survey; 

elements that could have been improved upon. Firstly, issues with the existing design are 

explained after which certain additions that could have been interesting to include will be 

outlined. 

 Generally, the survey experienced a rather lackluster response rate at the beginning of the 

survey’s active period. While this can partly be attributed to the format and nature of 
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subreddits where posts that are not exceptionally interesting to members get down-voted 

and hereby get less exposure; it might have been possible to make the survey promotion 

more sexy or alluring to counteract this effect. It might also have had a positive effect to 

leave out the term “mobile gaming” from the post titles as this term could have prompted 

some potential respondents to not participate in the survey which decreases the reliability 

of the survey results.  

 A number of the survey questions might also have been designed or worded differently. 

Response categories to the questions of time consumption could possibly be 

misunderstood by respondents as the categories leap from i.e. “1-3 hours” to “4-6 hours” 

which could potentially cause confusion if a respondents believes he spends between 3 

and 4 hours playing. Additionally, the second contingency question of “do you play mobile 

games on your smartphone or tablet?” could instead have been phrased in the same way 

as the first contingency; restricting the question to a certain timeframe; i.e. “have you 

played mobile games within X time”. 

 Another element worthy of criticism is the fact that many of the segmentation-related 

questions contain too many response options when taking into account the small sample 

size. While these questions were constructed with a larger sample size in mind, one cannot 

deny that it might have been a tad too optimistic. The last question-specific issue pertains 

to “have you spent more or less money on/time playing PC games since you started playing 

mobile games?”. This question assumes that respondents in all cases have played PC 

games before they started to play mobile games which is a quite reasonable assumption 

for older respondents, however, for the youngest of respondents it might not be the case.  

 Lastly, some more general questionnaire design-related issues are, i.e., that the 

questionnaire could have been shorter; containing fewer questions. With an eye to the 

lack of rewards offered to respondents, the length of the questionnaire could be regarded 

as at its maximum threshold; thus, it is possible that a shorter questionnaire would have 

yielded a lesser drop-out rate. Moreover, the large concentration of demographic 
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questions on page 3 could be theorized to increase drop-out rate due to respondents 

thinking that they have been baited into giving away personal information, and the 

purpose of the survey is not really what was advertised; or if they do not notice the 

progress bar at the bottom of the survey page and comes to believe that there are not any 

further questions beyond page 3 which makes them exit the survey prematurely. 

 Not only could existing elements of the survey have been executed in more appropriate 

ways; other elements left out of the survey could also have been interesting to include. 

Mainly, it would have been interesting to include a psychographic segmentation question 

regarding self-perception; i.e. whether the respondent views himself as a hardcore gamer 

or a less engaged one. Moreover, one could have included another psychographic 

segmentation question about what a respondent seeks to gain from gaming; i.e. why does 

he/she play? – Although this is sort of reflected in the preferred game genre of 

respondents. Furthermore, in hindsight, it could also possibly have been more interesting 

to ask about the employment situation of respondents rather than the income and 

education levels which both reflect the same thing and therefore are somewhat 

unnecessary when combined. Finally, a nonmaterial incentive could have been offered to 

respondents by promising to provide a summary of the survey results which could 

potentially have increased the response rate (Sue & Ritter: 2007:95). Hereby, it is evident 

that a lot of things could have been done differently, but without dwelling any further on 

this matter; we continue to the results of the study. 

 

4.2.5 Results & drop-out rate 

 In total, 830 respondents self-selected into the survey study. However, 116 respondents, 

amounting to 14%, only opened up the first survey page without actually answering any 

questions which presumably causes some degree of unit nonresponse error. Additionally, 

150 respondents, or 18%, only provided a partial completion of the questionnaire, and 

these were all deleted from the data in order to not skew the results through item 
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nonresponse error. This leaves us with 564 respondents who fully completed the 

questionnaire, however, 74 of these were situated outside of the locations of interest and 

therefore also had to be left out of the data analysis; yielding 490 questionnaires viable for 

data analysis. With 564 respondents out of 830; the achieved response rate is 68% which is 

very high for a web-based survey, however, as stated earlier, this rate is likely lower in 

reality as respondents who have been exposed to the survey promotion but never clicked 

the survey link are not included. 

 The study aimed to obtain a sample size of 1000 respondents with an eye to the sample 

size rules of nonprobability samples outlined in section 1.2.4.1.3 (Sue & Ritter: 2007:34), 

and the initial goal was hereby not attained. As for the representativeness of the sample, 

the data shows that 94% of respondents are males which is in accordance with the earlier 

defined population characteristics. As for the age of respondents, the sample skews too 

much toward the younger part of the population with 95% of respondents being 34 years 

of age or below (appendix C1) compared to 77% of the population (DFC Intelligence: 2014). 

However, the sample is mainly comprised of people between the ages of 18-34; with these 

accounting for 66% of the sample (appendix C2) which is consistent with the population 

characteristic of 64% in this age bracket (DFC Intelligence: 2014). Hereby, it is possible to 

conclude that the sample does contain some degree of coverage error in that the age 

distribution is skewed towards a younger segment of the population. Whether or not the 

sample also skews more towards heavily engaged gamers is more difficult to tell, but it is a 

very likely assumption. 

 

4.2.6 Data analysis 

 In the following, the collected data will be analyzed according to the sequence of the two 

examined sources of competitive pressure and the various underlying perspectives hereon. 
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4.2.6.1 Buyer propensity to substitute 

The prevalence and extent of usage of and monetary spending on mobile games 

 The data reveals that approximately half (56%) of respondents play mobile games on their 

smartphone or tablet (appendix D1); and about half of these (53%) have spent money on 

mobile games (appendix D2). Whether this should be regarded as a large fraction or not is 

a matter of discussion, but it does suggest that approximately one fourth of PC gamers 

have spent money on mobile games which in theory could have been spent on PC games 

instead. However, when looking at how much time and money these respondents actually 

invest in mobile games, another insight is revealed. 40% of respondents only spend an 

hour or less per week playing mobile games and another 40% spend somewhere between 

1 and 3 hours playing (appendix D3) which hereby suggests that while some PC gamers do 

consume mobile games to a certain extent, it takes up very little of their time. Moreover, 

13% of respondents spend 4-6 hours which leaves 7% investing more time than that 

(appendix D3); hereby suggesting that the fraction of PC gamers that invest considerable 

amounts of time in mobile gaming is indeed very small.  

 Before jumping to conclusions, however, one has to look at their monetary spending on 

mobile games. In this regard, the data confirms the existing notion; revealing that 77% of 

respondents spend less than 2 dollars per month while 14% spend between 2 and 4.99 

dollars per month (see appendix D4). Thus, the extent of monetary spending on mobile 

games among PC gamers also seems very limited; and it is put into perspective when 

comparing these levels of spending with respondents’ corresponding PC games spending 

where 74% spend more than 5 dollars per month and 55% spend more than 10 dollars per 

month (appendix D5). These findings could be considered the most important of all as the 

data suggests that, in general, PC gamers – while arguably rather likely to have played and 

paid for mobile games – do not invest much time or money in it, and the propensity to 

substitute could in this context be considered as insignificant. 
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Identification of the sub-segments most likely to play and spend money on mobile games 

 Even though it was just concluded that PC gamers are not very likely to invest a whole lot 

of time or money in mobile games; who are the PC gamers that do play and pay for 

mobiles games? Starting out with a look at which segment is most prone to play mobile 

games; nine variables are examined for their likelihood of being decisive of the propensity 

to play mobile games (appendix E). The findings indicate that the variables which are not 

related to the propensity to play mobile games (henceforth: propensity) are education 

(appendix E3), income (appendix E4), and monetary PC-spending (appendix E9). Limited 

regional differences were found (appendix E5), but this is likely due to chance variability. 

 Although somewhat uncertain, gender does seem to be related to propensity with 73% of 

female PC gamers playing mobile games compared to 55% of male PC gamers (appendix 

E1). One could conjecture that many of the females within the population belong to a 

more casual PC gamer segment which would explain this phenomenon. As for age, younger 

PC gamers, 17 or under, as well as the older segment of 35-44 year olds do seem to be 

more prone to play mobile games (appendix E2). This tendency could be explained by the 

fact that younger people have to a greater extent “grown up” with mobile games while the 

aforementioned older segment might have less time on their hands in general which would 

entail that it is harder for them to set aside sufficient time to sit down and play on a PC. 

Furthermore, a relation between family status and the propensity to play mobile games 

does seem to exist as 67% of respondents in a relationship without children play mobile 

games compared to the average of 56% (appendix E6). It seems reasonable to assume that 

these consumers are young people since they do not have kids yet; but they have acquired 

a significant other who takes up some of their time; hereby, making PC gaming more 

difficult which is why they resort to mobile gaming. While other response options in this 

context could also be conjectured to be indicative of the propensity to play, these 

subsamples have been deemed too small to base any conclusions off of. 
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 The genre of PC games respondents play most also seems to be indicative of propensity. 

Disregarding the tiny subsamples, 67% of strategy game players play mobile games; again, 

compared to the average of 56% (appendix E7). Although one cannot be sure of the exact 

reason, it seems likely that the fact that a range of mobile strategy games exist makes 

these consumers more likely to substitute their PC games consumption as the gaming 

experiences might not be that different. 

 As for whether the amount of time spent playing PC games is decisive of the propensity to 

play mobile games is very uncertain. One could take note of 83% of PC gamers who spend 

less than 1 hour per week playing PC games play mobile games as well (appendix E8); 

though this is extremely uncertain as the data only covers 6 respondents. If this result is 

taken at face value, it would mean that casual PC gamers who do not invest much time in 

PC gaming are much more likely to play mobile games, but this is probably one of the least 

interesting segments to the PC games industry and thus do not matter much. 

 So far we have concluded that females, the youngest and oldest segments of PC gamers, 

the ones in a relationship without children, and the strategy gamers could be more likely 

to play mobile games than other groups of PC gamers, but one can wonder how valuable 

these segments are to the PC games industry. Thus, a need to examine the monetary PC-

spending habits of each of the aforementioned segments arises (appendix E10-15). 

Examining these spending habits reveals that 30% of females (appendix E10), 33% of 

gamers age 17 or under (appendix E11), and 34% of strategy gamers (appendix E14) are 

located in the two lowest spending brackets compared to 26% of all gamers (appendix 

E15). This arguably renders these segments less valuable and interesting to the PC games 

industry as the potential loss of value is relatively negligible. However, the analysis also 

shows that gamers age 35-44 as well as gamers in a relationship without children are 

presumably more valuable from an industry-perspective as only a respective 14% and 20% 

of these are to be found within the two lowest spending brackets (appendix E12; appendix 

E13). However, one also has to factor in the sizes of these segments, and while the 
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aforementioned older segment might be valuable; they make up a very small part of the 

customer base; accounting for only 4% of the sample (appendix E16) although, as earlier 

stated, the sample composition is skewed towards the younger segments. As for the 

gamers in a relationship without children; these account for 20% of the sample (appendix 

E17). As such, due to its size and spending habits, the segment of gamers in a relationship 

without children could be considered the most “vulnerable” of the valuable segments. 

 Now it becomes interesting to see if these are also the segments that spend the most on 

mobile games. In this regard, ten variables were included in the analysis; of which four 

showed no indication of being decisive of the propensity to spend money on mobile 

games: Gender (appendix F1), education (appendix F3), time spent playing PC games 

(appendix F8), and time spent playing mobile games (appendix F10). Thus, most 

noteworthy is the fact that, in the context of mobile games, how much you play is not 

indicative of how likely you are to pay. Moreover, two further variables showed minor 

signs of being relevant, but due to the small subsamples as well as chance variability, 

preferred game genres and family status have been excluded (appendix F7; F6). 

Furthermore, similarly to what was noted just before, older PC gamers seem more likely to 

spend money on mobile games with 67% of respondents aged 35 and above doing so 

(appendix F2) but as was noted before; these make up a small portion of the population. 

 The income of respondents also seems to be indicative of the propensity to spend money 

on mobile games; with a respective 72% and 80% of the two highest income brackets 

having done so (appendix F4). It is possible to conjecture that this might be due to an 

excess amount of funds available to these individuals; and whether such monetary mobile 

spending is eating into PC games industry revenues is difficult to tell with certainty, but the 

author would consider it highly unlikely. Similarly, the gamers who spend the most money 

on PC games also seem to be a tad more likely to have spent money on mobile games 

(appendix F9). Lastly, the regional differences are arguably substantial with 60% of North 

American respondents having spent money on mobile games while it is only the case for 
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40% of Europeans (appendix F5). This finding could presumably be of great value to the PC 

games industry as it enables industry players to focus their efforts of preventing 

substitution and retaining their customers’ time and monetary spending.  

In conclusion, while several smaller PC gamer segments are more likely to have spent 

money on mobile games than others, none of these segments constitute a significant or 

important part of the PC gamer population. However, the regional differences identified 

are striking and must be duly noted.  

 

The extent to which the consumption contexts of PC and mobile games overlap. 

 In this case, the data shows that 55% of respondents mostly play mobile games at school, 

at work or during public transportation (appendix G1). As such, mobile gaming in large part 

takes place outside of the home where PC games consumption takes place. This means 

that, generally, the consumption context of mobile games does not encroach on PC games 

“territory”. However, 31% of respondents also report to play mobile games within their 

home (appendix G1); and tying this to the fact that 33% of respondents also report to have 

substituted PC games for mobile games in certain situations (appendix G2) goes to show 

that among approximately a third of respondents substitution is likely to occur. However, 

with the extent of substitution being defined earlier as very limited, the impact of this is 

most likely not that great.  

 

Consumers’ own perception of the impact of mobile games on their own PC games 

consumption 

 As mentioned earlier, this data should not carry any weight in determining the propensity 

to substitute as it relies on very subjective perceptive. Moreover, with cognitive 

dissonance possibly coming into play, this makes the data even more unreliable. Whether 

or not dissonance is the cause; 71% of respondents have not noted any change in the 
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amount of time they play PC games since they started playing mobile games (appendix 

H1). Similarly, 79% of respondents have not noted an effect on their monetary PC-

spending (appendix H2). A decent portion of respondents even report to have experienced 

an increase in the amount of time and money invested in PC games (appendix H1; H2). 

Thus, the findings suggest that playing mobile games generally has no effect on PC gamers’ 

PC games consumption, although it has to be kept in mind that it might be difficult for 

people who perceive themselves as PC gamers first and foremost to acknowledge that 

mobile games have harmed their PC games consumption. 

 

4.2.6.2 The relative performance and quality of mobile games 

The comparative social benefits provided by PC and mobile games 

 Naturally, when approaching PC gamers in online communities; we already know that 

respondents discuss PC games with others, but nonetheless the data speaks volumes: 90% 

of respondents only or mostly discuss PC games with others (appendix I1); and 86% only or 

mostly play PC games with people they know (appendix I2). This enforces a notion of 

mobile games not being able to provide the same social environment that many PC games 

offer. This is substantiated by the fact that 81% of respondents have only or mostly 

established new social relations through PC games, and with an additional 15% not having 

established any new relations through either kind of games (appendix I3), it can be 

concluded with utmost certainty that mobile games do not measure up to the social 

benefits provided by PC games. Thus, on this front, the relative performance and quality of 

mobile games is low. 

 

The comparative intensity of gratification provided by PC and mobile games. 

 As stated earlier, the intensity of gratification is expressive of “how entertained 

consumers are”, and what is sought to be measured is the comparative “pinnacle” of 
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excitement. In this case, 80% of respondents do not feel that they get as excited by 

winning in mobile games as they do in PC games (appendix J1). Thus, the data points to 

mobile games not having comparable gaming experiences to the ones provided by PC 

games which makes the relative performance of mobile games a lot worse; as perceived by 

PC gamers. Moreover, when taking into account the theory of the motivation process, it 

would suggest that PC gamers will not choose to play mobile games over PC games if both 

are available to them since the “reward” derived from playing does not match up. It is 

therefore possible to conclude that PC gamers simply do not perceive mobile games as 

being able to substitute PC games in regard to the experienced stimuli when playing.  

 

The extent of gratification provided by PC and mobile games. 

 While PC gamers might not be “as entertained” by mobile games as they are by PC games, 

one can wonder for how long each of these products will keep PC gamers entertained. In 

this case too, the data speaks volumes: 75% of respondents lose interest in mobile games 

within 4 weeks of playing (appendix K1). Comparing it to PC games where only 32% of 

respondents lose interest within 4 weeks of playing (appendix K1) makes clear that, on 

average, PC games “contain” a lot more entertainment than mobile games which also 

helps to offset the price difference of these products.  

 

Purchase satisfaction from PC and mobile games purchases. 

This perspective is arguably one of the more important ones in regard to the relative 

performance and quality of mobile games. Rooted in the ECT, the purchase satisfaction 

gives us an indication of repurchase intention; meaning how likely respondents are to 

repeat their mobile games spending behavior. In this case, the data gives a clear picture: 

While a mere 10% of respondents are either dissatisfied with or indifferent to their latest 

PC games purchase; the same goes for a staggering 64% of respondents’ latest mobile 
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games purchases (appendix L1). Thus, it is absolutely evident that, in general, PC gamers 

are not as satisfied when spending money on mobile games; and taking note of the ECT, 

the widespread experienced negative disconfirmation on the part of PC gamers makes it 

very likely that PC gamers will be less prone to spend money on mobile games in the 

future; hereby reducing the potential future risk of substitution. 

 

Data analysis summary and commentary 

 Summing up the important findings of the survey study; the four defined perspectives on 

buyer propensity to substitute all point in the same direction. While some segments are 

more prone to play mobile games than others, the picture is murkier when it comes to 

spending; although North American PC gamers are much more likely to spend money on 

mobile games. However, these findings pale into insignificance when taking into account 

the extent of usage and monetary spending on mobile games as PC gamers invest a very 

negligible amount of time and money in mobile games in general. Additionally, the 

consumption context of mobile games is not found to be encroaching significantly on PC 

games’ territory within people’s homes. Lastly, the analyzed consumer perception of the 

impact of mobile games on their PC games consumption should not be included in the 

assessment of the threat posed by the substitute product at all. Thus, ascribing most 

importance to the perspectives of “extent of usage and monetary spending” and 

consumption contexts yield the conclusion that the threat posed by the substitute product 

of mobile games is in fact very low. 

 As for the matter of the relative performance and quality of the products, the survey 

findings suggest exactly the same. The social benefits provided by PC games are found to 

be much greater; the intensity of gratification provided by mobile games pale in 

comparison to what PC games offer; PC games are able to maintain the interest of PC 

gamers for much longer; and finally, PC gamers are generally much more satisfied when 

spending money on PC games compared to mobile games which in turn suggests that 
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many PC gamers are less likely to spend money on mobile games in the future. Thereby, 

substitution could be theorized to be on a downward slope. 

 Thus, the sum of these results and considerations amount to the conclusion that the 

threat of substitution posed by each of these two analyzed sources of competitive 

pressure is arguably very low. Assigning a low-risk value to these two sources in our risk 

rating table hereby illustrates the vast differences among the four sources of competitive 

pressure; and gives a vastly different impression from the one gained earlier when just 

analyzing the incurred switching costs and the relative price of mobile games. 

 Risk rating 

Analysis criteria High Medium Low 

Switching costs X   

Relative price X   

Propensity to substitute   X 

Relative performance and quality   X 

Figure 5: Risk rating table 

 

4.3 Discussion 

 As previously touched upon, assessing the severity of the threat posed by a substitute 

product entails that each of the four sources of competitive pressure must be assigned 

varying degrees of importance. As such, the switching costs as well as the relative price of 

mobile games may be very low; thus suggesting that the substitute product poses a 

substantial threat, but fact of the matter is that PC gamers are generally not very prone to 

substitute their consumption of PC games with mobile games. It is very likely that this 

stems from the fact that PC gamers view the relative performance and quality of mobile 

games as very lackluster in comparison to PC games. Hereby, the author would argue that 

the latter two sources of competitive pressure carry much more weight than the former 
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two and should therefore be assigned a much greater significance when estimating the 

overall threat posed by mobile games to the PC games industry. This leads to the 

conclusion that the overall threat of substitution posed by mobile games in the context of 

the PC games industry is rather low and thus, the consequent effect of mobile games on 

the intensity of competition within and profitability of the PC games industry is negligible. 

 

5. Conclusion & implications 

Industry attractiveness is reflected in a given industry’s profit potential which is 

determined by the structure of the industry in question (Porter: 2008:87). Thus, the 

structure drives both competition and profitability (Porter: 2008:80) and is comprised of 

five components which constitute the determinants of an industry’s profit potential. These 

determinants are termed as “The Five Forces” by Porter; and analyzing each of these 

competitive forces enables one to clarify how economic value created by the industry is 

divided; and how the profit potential is limited by either the threat of new entrants or the 

threat of substitutes (Porter: 2008:86). Sometimes shifts in the structure may occur; 

originating from either outside the industry or from within, and such shifts can have 

positive or negative impacts depending on whether they enhance or reduce the industry’s 

profit potential (Porter: 2008:87).  

By defining the boundaries of the PC games industry in accordance with the geographic 

scope as well as the scope of products, as prescribed by Porter, the thesis identifies mobile 

games as a possible substitute threat to the PC games industry which may limit the 

profitability of the industry. This threat has emerged from advancements in technology 

which has significantly improved the performance of the complementary products that 

facilitate mobile gaming; smartphones and tablets.  

In analyzing the effect of mobile games on the profitability of the PC games industry, the 

thesis analyzes each of the four sources of competitive pressure which the threat of 
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substitutes covers. In this regard, the thesis makes use of secondary data to clarify how the 

switching costs and the relative price of mobile games are very low which would suggest 

that mobile games constitute a severe threat. However, by means of an online survey 

study, the two remaining sources of competitive pressure – the buyer propensity to 

substitute along with the relative performance and quality of the substitute product – are 

analyzed, and the obtained findings reveal that PC gamers generally invest very little time 

and money in mobiles games. Moreover, it is found that the consumption contexts of the 

two respective products do not significantly overlap, and that PC gamers perceive the 

product performance and quality of mobile games as very much inferior to that of PC 

games. Additionally, the study finds that PC gamers’ purchase satisfaction derived from 

mobile games purchases is generally much lower than in the case of PC games which, 

rooted in the Expectation-Confirmation Theory, would suggest that substitution, in this 

case, is on a downward slope and will occur less and less. Finally, the study reveals that 

North American PC gamers are much more likely to spend money on mobiles games which 

would suggest that if the PC games industry were to undertake measures to combat 

substitution, these measures should focus on the North American market.   

Ascribing varying importance to each of the four sources of competitive pressure is an 

essential element in defining the severity of the threat which mobile games pose, and in 

this context the author argues that the latter two sources (buyer propensity and relative 

performance) should carry much more weight in the final assessment. Thus, the author 

believes that the threat of substitution posed by mobile games should be considered as 

low; and therefore, since the threat is negligible, it is possible to conclude that mobile 

games have very little effect on the competition within, and consequently the growth and 

profitability of, the PC games industry. Moreover, this entails that players in the PC games 

industry should not waste any resources on attempts to mitigate the trend of the rising 

popularity mobile games. 
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8. Appendix 

Appendix A: Survey access and promotion material 

 A1: Plead to moderators for access to communities 

Hello moderators, 

I hope this is the right channel to direct my questions through; if not, I’m so sorry for 
wasting your time.  

I’m a long-time gamer and a student currently writing my thesis on the subject of the 
impact of mobile games on the competitive situation and profitability of the PC games 
market. The scope of the thesis will be to conclude whether and to what extent mobile 
games constitute substitute products to PC games; as in, if the two markets “overlap” and 
feed off each other or if they for instance target wildly different consumer segments, 
consumption contexts and so on. As part of this, I’ve decided to take on a consumer 
behavior perspective and thus conduct a survey on PC gamers’ behavior in regard to mobile 
games. As such, a number of the questions in the survey will pertain to mobile games, but it 
is all done from the perspective of the PC games industry. 

I have identified this forum as one of several great places in which to put up the survey, and 
since your forum policy seems to not explicitly prohibit surveys with an academic agenda, I 
now kindly ask for your permission to submit such a survey post. 
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Now, I don’t know if this is redundant, but I want to address some potential concerns of 
yours. The reason for posting the survey in several places is not because of a spam-aspect 
or getting as many answers as possible, but rather due to a wish for a well-balanced group 
of respondents. Additionally, I have no corporate affiliations at this time, nor is this study 
being done on behalf of any corporate organization. The study is undertaken entirely due to 
academic curiosity, attainment of specific consumer behavior knowledge, and of course, 
personal interest (it is my thesis after all). As such, respondents will remain completely 
anonymous throughout, while the final results and conclusions of the study will be publicly 
available through an educational online database. 

If this information does not satisfy you, I’d be willing to go to greater lengths to assure you 
of my credibility and good intentions or, to the best of my ability, address any further 
concerns you may have. I look forward to your response; have a nice day! 

Best regards, 

 

A2: Survey promotion within communities 

TL;DR here’s the survey link: https://www.survey-
xact.dk/LinkCollector?key=S1PWJ1YQ9635 

Hey guys and gals! 

It would help me out a great deal if you could take this 3 minute gaming survey. I’m a long 
time gamer and a student currently writing my thesis. In short, the purpose of the thesis 
will be to gauge the impact of mobile games on the competitive situation and profitability 
of the PC games market. As part of this, I’m conducting a quantitative consumer study of 
PC gamers in the form of an online survey in order to obtain data on behavioural patterns 
related to both PC gaming and mobile gaming; and it’s in regard to this that I crave for 
your input. Now, hold up! Some of you might be thinking that since you’re not interested in 
mobile games at all, it doesn’t matter if you take the survey; but that is not the case! Even 
though you’re not into mobile games whatsoever, your feedback is still absolutely crucial to 
me.  

In this paragraph, I’ll be addressing some potential concerns of yours. First of all, I have no 
corporate affiliations at this time whatsoever; nor is this study being done on behalf of any 
corporate interests or organizations. The study has been undertaken entirely due to 
academic curiosity, attainment of knowledge of consumer behavior within the PC games 

https://www.survey-xact.dk/LinkCollector?key=S1PWJ1YQ9635
https://www.survey-xact.dk/LinkCollector?key=S1PWJ1YQ9635
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market, and of course, personal interest. As such, all respondents will remain completely 
anonymous throughout, while the final results and conclusions of the study will be publicly 
available through an educational online database. In order to ensure the safety and 
anonymity of respondents, you will only be able to take the survey if an encrypted 
connection can be established to the survey server. Also, in order to preserve the data, you 
will not be able to make changes to already completed questionnaires. Additionally, in 
obeying the law I’m obliged to request that any minor take the survey with the consent or 
under the supervision of their legal guardian. I hope I’ve addressed your potential concerns 
as respondents sufficiently, but if you have any other concerns, please let me know. 
Furthermore, if you have any thoughts on or criticism of the study, please feel free to voice 
your opinion! 

I’ll be extremely grateful to every single one of you taking the survey and helping me out! 

Link to the survey: https://www.survey-xact.dk/LinkCollector?key=S1PWJ1YQ9635  

 

Appendix B1: The questionnaire 

Page 1 

To start out I'll ask you a couple of singular questions of which this is the first... 

Have you played any PC games during the past 2 years? 

(1)  Yes 

(2)  No 

 

Page 2 

... And this is the second one. 

Do you play mobile games on your smartphone or tablet? 

(1)  Yes 

(2)  No 

 

https://www.survey-xact.dk/LinkCollector?key=S1PWJ1YQ9635
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Page 3 

The next section features a number of demographic and behavioral questions 

which will let me know some basic information about you as a person and as a PC 

gamer. 

What is your gender? 

(1)  Male 

(2)  Female 

(3)  Other 

 

What is your age? 

(1)  17 or under 

(2)  18 - 24 

(3)  25 - 34 

(4)  35 - 44 

(5)  45+ 

 

What is the highest level of education you have completed? (If you are currently enrolled, pick the 

last one you completed) 

(3)  Primary education (even if incompleted) 

(4)  Secondary education (US: High school / EU: Gymnasium or equivalent) 

(6)  Post-secondary education: College, associate degree, bachelor's degree or equivalent (i.e. AA, AS, 

BA, AB, BS) 

(7)  Master's degree or equivalent (i.e. MA, MS, MEng, MEd, MSW, MBA) 

(8)  PhD / Professional degree or equivalent 
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What was your total household income before taxes during the past 12 months? 

(1)  Less than 25,000$ (23.000€) 

(2)  25,000 - 34,999$ (23.000 - 32.999€) 

(3)  35,000 - 49,999$ (33.000 - 46.999€) 

(4)  50,000 - 74,999$ (47.000 - 69.999€) 

(5)  75,000 - 99,999$ (70.000 - 93.999€) 

(9)  100,000 - 150,000$ (94.000 - 140.000€) 

(10)  More than 150,000$ (140.000€) 

(7)  Don't know / would rather not say 

 

In what region of the world do you live? 

(1)  North America 

(3)  Europe 

(4)  Other 

 

What is your family status? (In this context, any minor that you might be a legal guardian to 

qualifies as your child) 

(1)  Single, without children 

(4)  Single, with one or more children 

(2)  In a relationship, without children 

(3)  In a relation, with one or more children 

(5)  Separated / widowed / divorced, without children 

(6)  Separated / widowed / divorced, with one or more children 

(7)  Would rather not say 

 

Which genre of PC games do you play the most? 

(1)  Action 
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(2)  Adventure 

(3)  Arcade / casual 

(4)  Children's / family entertainment 

(5)  Fighting 

(6)  Racing 

(7)  RPG 

(8)  Shooter 

(9)  Social 

(10)  Sports 

(11)  Strategy / ARTS / MOBA 

(12)  Other 

 

How much money do you spend on PC games per month? (This includes games, subscriptions, 

and microtransactions) 

(1)  Less than 2$ (2€) 

(2)  2 - 4.99$ (2 - 4,49€) 

(3)  5 - 9.99$ (4,50 - 9,49€) 

(4)  10 - 14,99$ (9,50 - 13,99€) 

(5)  15 - 20$ (14,00 - 19,00€) 

(6)  More than 20$ (19€) 

 

How much time do you spend playing PC games per week? 

(1)  Less than 1 hour 

(2)  1 - 3 hours 

(3)  4 - 6 hours 

(4)  7 - 9 hours 

(5)  10 - 15 hours 

(7)  More than 15 hours 
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To clarify the next question; the term "losing interest" is to be understood as the 

first point in time - from the moment you have begun playing a game - where you 

stop playing the game for more than a couple of months. 

On average, approximately how long do you keep playing a PC game before losing interest in it? 

(1)  Less than 1 week 

(2)  1 - 4 weeks 

(3)  5 - 8 weeks 

(5)  2 - 4 months 

(6)  5 - 8 months 

(7)  9+ months 

 

Have you spent money on mobile games? 

(1)  Yes 

(2)  No 

 

Page 4 

In this last section, I will ask you a number of questions about your habits and 

opinions regarding both PC and mobile games. In this context, the term "mobile 

games" only refers to games played on smartphone or tablet. 

How much money do you spend on mobile games per month? (This includes games, 

subscriptions, and microtransactions) 

(1)  Less than 2$ (2€) 

(2)  2 - 4.99$ (2 - 4,49€) 

(3)  5 - 9.99$ (4,50 - 9,49€) 

(4)  10 - 14,99$ (9,50 - 13,99€) 
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(5)  15 - 20$ (14,00 - 19,00€) 

(6)  More than 20$ (19€) 

 

How much time do you spend playing mobile games per week? 

(1)  Less than 1 hour 

(2)  1 - 3 hours 

(3)  4 - 6 hours 

(4)  7 - 9 hours 

(5)  10 - 15 hours 

(6)  More than 15 hours 

 

As for the next question, once again, the term "losing interest" is to be understod 

as the first point in time - from the moment you have begun playing a game - 

where you stop playing the game for more than a couple of months. 

On average, approximately how long do you keep playing a mobile game before losing interest in 

it? 

(1)  Less than 1 week 

(2)  1 - 4 weeks 

(3)  5 - 8 weeks 

(5)  2 - 4 months 

(6)  5 - 8 months 

(7)  9+ months 

 

How satisfied were you with your purchase the last time you spent money on mobile games? (On a 

scale of 1 - 5 with 1 being very dissatisfied and 5 being very satisfied) 

(1)  1 

(2)  2 
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(3)  3 

(4)  4 

(5)  5 

 

How satisfied were you with your purchase the last time you spent money on PC games? (On a 

scale of 1 - 5 with 1 being very dissatisfied and 5 being very satisfied) 

(1)  1 

(3)  2 

(2)  3 

(4)  4 

(5)  5 

 

Have you spent more or less time playing PC games since you started playing mobile games? 

(1)  I have spent less time playing PC games 

(2)  No change noted 

(3)  I have spent more time playing PC games 

 

Have you spent more or less money on PC games since you started playing mobile games? 

(1)  I have spent less money on PC games 

(2)  No change noted 

(3)  I have spent more money on PC games 

 

In which places do you most often play mobile games? 

(1)  At home 

(5)  At a friend's / family's / acquantance's home 

(2)  At school or work 

(3)  In public transport 
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(4)  Other 

 

Have you ever played mobile games in situations where you could in fact have played PC games 

instead? 

(1)  Yes 

(2)  No 

 

Do you discuss either PC games or mobile games with other people? (Both offline and online) 

(1)  Only PC games 

(5)  Mostly PC games 

(4)  Both in equal amounts 

(3)  Mostly mobile games 

(6)  Only mobile games 

(7)  I don't discuss these kinds of games with anyone 

 

 

Do you play with friends, family, and acquaintances (not including random online strangers) in 

either PC games or mobile games? 

(1)  Only in PC games 

(4)  Mostly in PC games 

(2)  Both in equal amounts 

(3)  Mostly in mobile games 

(5)  Only in mobile games 

(6)  I don't play these kinds of games with anyone I know 
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Have you gotten to know new people through either PC or mobile games? 

(1)  Only through PC games 

(5)  Mostly through PC games 

(2)  Through both to an equal extent 

(3)  Mostly through mobile games 

(4)  Only through mobile games 

(6)  I haven't gotten to know any new people through these kinds of games 

 

Do you ever get as excited by winning in mobile games as you do by winning in PC games? 

(1)  Yes 

(2)  No 

 

Page 5 

Thank you ever so much for participating in the survey! I am deeply grateful for 

your time and input. 

Have a wonderful day! 
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Appendix C: Sample representativeness 

C1: Sample representativeness: Age distribution 

What is your age? 

 

 

C2: Sample representativeness: Gender distribution 

What is your gender? 
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Appendix D: Prevalence and extent of usage of and monetary spending on 
mobile games 
 

Appendix D1: Do you play mobile games on your smartphone or tablet? 

 

 

Appendix D2: Have you spent money on mobile games? 

 

 

 

Appendix D3: How much time do you spend playing mobile games per week? 
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Appendix D4: How much money do you spend on mobile games per month? 
(This includes games, subscriptions, and microtransactions) 

 

 

Appendix D5: How much money do you spend on PC games per month? (This 
includes games, subscriptions, and microtransactions) 
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Appendix E: Which PC gamers are most prone to play mobile games? 

Appendix E1: Do you play mobile games on your smartphone or tablet? 
Crossed with: What is your gender? 

 

Appendix E2: Do you play mobile games on your smartphone or tablet? 
Crossed with: What is your age? 

 

Appendix E3: Do you play mobile games on your smartphone or tablet? 
Crossed with: What is the highest level of education you have completed? (If you are currently enrolled, pick the last 
one you completed) 
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Appendix E4: Do you play mobile games on your smartphone or tablet? 
Crossed with: What was your total household income before taxes during the past 12 months? 

 

 

Appendix E5: Do you play mobile games on your smartphone or tablet? 
Crossed with: In what region of the world do you live? 
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Appendix E6: Do you play mobile games on your smartphone or tablet? 
Crossed with: What is your family status? (In this context, any minor that you might be a legal guardian to qualifies as 
your child) 

 

 

Appendix E7: Do you play mobile games on your smartphone or tablet? 
Crossed with: Which genre of PC games do you play the most? 
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Appendix E8: Do you play mobile games on your smartphone or tablet? 
Crossed with: How much time do you spend playing PC games per week? 

 

 

 

Appendix E9: Do you play mobile games on your smartphone or tablet? 
Crossed with: How much money do you spend on PC games per month? (This includes games, subscriptions, and 
microtransactions) 
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Appendix E10: (filter: female) How much money do you spend on PC games per 
month? (This includes games, subscriptions, and microtransactions) 

 

 

Appendix E11: (filter: age 17 or under) How much money do you spend on PC 
games per month? (This includes games, subscriptions, and microtransactions) 

 

 

Appendix E12: (filter: age 35-44) How much money do you spend on PC games 
per month? (This includes games, subscriptions, and microtransactions) 
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Appendix E13: (filter: In a relationship, without children) How much money do 
you spend on PC games per month? (This includes games, subscriptions, and 
microtransactions) 

 

 

Appendix E14: (filter: Strategy/ARTS/MOBA gamers) How much money do you 
spend on PC games per month? (This includes games, subscriptions, and 
microtransactions) 

 

 

Appendix E15: (no filter) How much money do you spend on PC games per 
month? (This includes games, subscriptions, and microtransactions) 
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Appendix E16: What is your age? 

 

 

Appendix E17: What is your family status? (In this context, any minor that you 
might be a legal guardian to qualifies as your child) 

 

 

 

Appendix F: Which PC gamers are most prone to spend money on mobile games? 

Appendix F1: Have you spent money on mobile games? 
Crossed with: What is your gender? 
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Appendix F2: Have you spent money on mobile games? 
Crossed with: What is your age? 

 

Appendix F3: Have you spent money on mobile games? 
Crossed with: What is the highest level of education you have completed? (If you are currently enrolled, pick the last 
one you completed) 

 

Appendix F4: Have you spent money on mobile games? 
Crossed with: What was your total household income before taxes during the past 12 months? 
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Appendix F5: Have you spent money on mobile games? 
Crossed with: In what region of the world do you live? 

 

 

 

Appendix F6: Have you spent money on mobile games? 
Crossed with: What is your family status? (In this context, any minor that you might be a legal guardian to qualifies as 
your child) 
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Appendix F7: Have you spent money on mobile games? 
Crossed with: Which genre of PC games do you play the most? 

 

 

Appendix F8: Have you spent money on mobile games? 
Crossed with: How much time do you spend playing PC games per week? 
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Appendix F9: Have you spent money on mobile games? 
Crossed with: How much money do you spend on PC games per month? (This includes games, subscriptions, and 
microtransactions) 

 

 

Appendix F10: Have you spent money on mobile games? 
Crossed with: How much time do you spend playing mobile games per week? 
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Appendix G: The extent to which consumption contexts of PC and mobile games 
overlap 

Appendix G1: In which places do you most often play mobile games? 

 

 

Appendix G2: Have you ever played mobile games in situations where you could in fact have 
played PC games instead? 

 

 

Appendix H: Consumer perception of the impact of mobile games on their PC 
games consumption  

Appendix H1: Have you spent more or less time playing PC games since you started playing 
mobile games? 

 

Appendix H2: Have you spent more or less money on PC games since you started 
playing mobile games? 
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Appendix I: Comparable social benefits derived from PC and mobile games 

Appendix I1: Do you discuss either PC games or mobile games with other 
people? (Both offline and online) 

 

 

Appendix I2: Do you play with friends, family, and acquaintances (not including 
random online strangers) in either PC games or mobile games? 

 

 

Appendix I3: Have you gotten to know new people through either PC or mobile 
games? 
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Appendix J1: The comparative intensity of gratification provided by PC and 
mobile games 

 

 

Appendix K1: Comparative extent of gratification provided by PC and mobile 
games 

 

 

Appendix L1: Comparison of purchase satisfaction for PC and mobile games  
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